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1

Scott Edelsberg
EDELSBERG LAW,PA
2 (CA Bar No. 330990)
1925 Century Park East, Suite 1700
3 Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone:(305)975-3320
4 scott@edelsberglaw.com
5

Attorneysfor Plaintffand the Proposed Class

6
SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
FOR THE COURT OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY

7
8
9

KEVIN CARR,individually and on behalf all
others similarly situated,

Case No.: 21 S1- CV 45239

10
Plaintiff,

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

11
V.
12
13

INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY,an
Indiana insurance company,

14

Defendant.

COMPLAINT FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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1

Plaintiff, Kevin Carr ("Plaintiff"), on behalf of himself and all others similarly situated, files

2

this Class Action Complaint against Infinity Insurance Company ("Infinity" or "Defendant"), and in

3

support thereof alleges as follows:

4
5
6
7
8
9

INTRODUCTION
1.

This is a class action lawsuit brought by Plaintiff, the named insured under an Infinity

automobile policy issued for private passenger auto physical damage including comprehensive and
collision coverage (the "Policy"). Defendant's Policy, consistent with California law, promises
payment of"Actual Cash Value"("ACV")in the event of a total loss of an insured vehicle. Pursuant to
the terms ofthe Policy, ACV includes, inter alia, California State sales tax and State-mandated

10
regulatory fees. However,in violation of its Policy, Infinity refuses to pay full mandatory regulatory
11
fees (or, in cases, underpays sales tax or mandatory regulatory fees) when it purports to pay ACV to
12
13
14
15

insureds who have suffered a total loss oftheir insured vehicle.
2.

Defendant Infinity is one ofthe largest passenger auto insurance carriers operating in the

State of California. One ofthe coverages Infinity sells to consumers is comprehensive and collision

16

coverage. Infinity systematically and uniformly underpaid Plaintiff and thousands of other putative

17

Class Members amounts owed its insureds who suffered the total loss of a vehicle insured with

18

comprehensive and collision coverage.

19

3.

Pursuant to its standard Policy form language, Infinity is also obligated to pay the full

20

title, registration and regulatory fees imposed by the State of California on the purchase and registration

21

of automobiles in the state("ACV regulatory fees"). Nevertheless, Infinity, in violation of its contract,

22

pays only a portion of such fees to all insureds, thus breaching its contract with every insured who

23

suffered a total-loss to their insured vehicle.

24
25
26
27

4.

This lawsuit is brought by Plaintiff individually and on behalf of all other similarly

situated insureds who have suffered damages due to Infinity's practice ofrefusing to pay full ACV
regulatory fees to first-party total loss insureds on physical damage policies containing comprehensive
and collision coverages.
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1
2

5.

The failure to pay ACV regulatory fees on first-party total losses owed to Infinity

insureds pursuant to Infinity's uniform policy language constitutes a breach ofthe policy.

3

PARTIES

4

6.

Plaintiff is domiciled and resides in Los Angeles, California.

5

7.

Plaintiff seeks relief in his individual capacity and on behalf of a class of all other

6

similarly situated.

7
8
9

8.

At all times material hereto, Infinity is and was a corporation domiciled in the State of

Indiana, incorporated under the laws ofIndiana, with its headquarters in the City ofIndianapolis and
County of Marion, Indiana. Infinity is authorized to transact insurance in the State of California.

10
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
11
9.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to California Code of

12
Civil Procedure section 410.10. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties because Plaintiff submits to
13
14
15
16

the jurisdiction ofthis Court, and Defendant Infinity is authorized to transact insurance in the State of
California.
10.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure sections

17

395 and 395.5 because Defendant does business in this county and Plaintiff's transactions with

18

Defendant took place in this county.
AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY

19
20

11.

Although the precise number of class members is unknown to Plaintiff at this time and

21

can only be determined through appropriate discovery, Plaintiff believes that because Defendant is

22

among the largest motor vehicle insurers in the State of California and writes hundreds of millions of

23

dollars of physical damage coverage premiums, the class of persons affected by Defendant's unlawful

24

practice consists ofthousands ofindividuals or the class of persons affected are otherwise so numerous

25

thatjoinder of all class members is impractical. The unlawful practice alleged herein is a standardized

26

and uniform practice, employed by Defendant pursuant to standardized insurance policy language, and

27

results in the retention by Defendant of insurance benefits and monies properly owed to Plaintiff and

28

the class members.
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1

FACTUAL COMMON TO ALL CLAIMS

2

A.

The Infinity Policy

3

12.

Defendant Infinity's policy language as to comprehensive and collision coverage for

4

total loss vehicles is standardized and is present in Infinity auto policies issued by Defendant in

5

California. Indeed, Plaintiff and all putative Class members were insured under a standard, form policy

6

that includes identical material language. The Policy under which Plaintiff was insured, which is

7
8
9

materially identical to the Policy under which all putative Class members were insured, is affixed
hereto as "Exhibit A."
13.

In Part D ofthe Policy, entitled "COVERAGE FOR DAMAGE TO THE INSURED

10
AUTO",Infinity states, in relevant part, that it will "pay for direct and accidental loss to the insured
11
auto, including its factory-installed equipment, less any applicable deductible." Policy at 11.
12
13
14
15
16

14.

This payment provision applies both in instances where the total loss vehicle is covered

by collision coverage or comprehensive coverage. Id.
15.

"The insured auto" includes "any auto described on the Declarations Page."Id. at 3.

16.

"Loss" is defined as "sudden, direct, and accidental damage to, or theft of, the insured

17

auto, including its original equipment, which is permanently installed at the factory by the vehicle

18

manufacturer at the time of original purchase ofthe vehicle."Id. at 2.

19

17.

Pursuant to Cal. Code. Regs., tit. 10, § 2695.8, in evaluating vehicle total loss claims

20 "[t]he insurer may elect a cash settlement that shall be based upon the actual cost of a "comparable
21

automobile" less any deductible provided in the policy. This cash settlement amount shall include all

22

applicable taxes and one-time fees incident to transfer of evidence of ownership of a comparable

23

automobile. This amount shall also include the license fee and other annual fees to be computed based

24

upon the remaining term ofthe loss vehicle's current registration. This procedure shall apply whether or

25

not a replacement automobile is purchased."

26
27
28
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1

18.

There is no difference, for purposes of Defendant's duty to pay ACV on a first-party

2

total loss claim, between a collision total loss claim and a comprehensive total loss claim. See generally

3

id.

4
5

19.

leased vehicles.

6
7
8
9

There is no difference and no distinction in the Policy between owned,financed, and

20.

Clearly, then, the policy language does not further define ACV as including, for

example:(1)any provision excluding mandatory regulatory fees from ACV;(2)any provision
deferring payment ofthe ACV regulatory fees for any purpose whatsoever;(3) any provision requiring
an insured to obtain a replacement vehicle at all; or(4)any provision linking the amount of ACV

10
regulatory fees to amounts originally paid for the total loss vehicle or amounts actually incurred in
11
12
13

replacing the total loss vehicle. Instead, the Policy establishes ACV as a predictable amount upon
which both Infinity and the insured can rely.
21.

14

The ACV ofthe insured vehicle is an independent amount. The ACV is the same

15

whether the insured paid nothing for the total loss vehicle, paid less than what the vehicle was worth, or

16

paid more than what the vehicle was worth. The ACV is the same whether the insured replaces the

17

vehicle with a more expensive vehicle, a less expensive vehicle, or chooses not to replace the vehicle at

18

all.

19

22.

The policy language applies to all covered autos irrespective of ownership interests—

20

whether owned,financed or leased, insured autos are considered "owned" or are treated and defined

21

identically for purposes ofthe policy.

22

23.

The State of California imposes mandatory one-time and annual regulatory fees on the

23

purchase and registration of all vehicles. Vehicles are required to be legally titled and registered in

24

order to be used and operated in the State of California. California imposes fees on such transactions,

25
26
27

including, but not limited to, a title transfer fee of $15.00, a registration fee of$60.00, county fees of up
to $19.00, a California Highway Patrol("CHP")fee of$26.00, a Transportation Improvement Fee
("TIF") of$25.00-$175.00, and a Vehicle License Fee("VLF")of0.65% ofthe adjusted vehicle value.
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1

These fee amounts and categories — title transfer fee, registration fee, county fee, CRP fee, TIP, and

2

VLF — are"ACV regulatory fees." As mandatory, unavoidable fees, such fees are incontrovertibly part

3

ofthe vehicle's ACV and required under the Policy and California law to be included in the total-loss

4

claim payment.

5

B.

Infinity Systematically Fails to Pay Full Regulatory Fees for Total-Loss Vehicles

6

24.

Infinity's uniform procedure uniform procedure is to use a third-party vendor, CCC

7

Information Services, Inc.("CCC"),to determine the "base" and "adjusted" value oftotal loss vehicles

8

by using the price to purchase comparable vehicles at the time of the loss. The base value takes into

9

account depreciation (age, mileage, etc.), while the adjusted value takes into account the actual

10
11
12

condition ofthe total loss vehicle relative to comparable vehicles.
25.

The adjusted vehicle value is otherwise known as the "appraised" value ofthe vehicle,

and it is the amount on which the sales tax owed is based — otherwise, it is irrelevant to this lawsuit and

13
Plaintiff does not challenge the determination ofthe adjusted vehicle value.
14
26.

Under the terms ofthe Policy and California law, therefore, the ACV of a vehicle is the

15
adjusted vehicle value, plus sales tax calculated as a percentage ofthe adjusted vehicle value,plus
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

mandatory regulatoryfees. Thus, the amount owed insureds who suffer a total loss is the average
vehicle value, plus sales tax calculated as a percentage ofthe adjusted vehicle value, plus mandatory
regulatory fees (title and registration fees), less any applicable deductible and salvage retention value.
27.

Nevertheless, in California, Infinity uniformly does not pay full regulatory fees owed as

a part ofthe ACV replacement costs for the total loss vehicle.
28.

Infinity's Policy does not distinguish between owned,financed, and leased vehicles;

23

instead, it explicitly treats them the same for purposes of ACV payments. It promises to pay precisely

24

the same amount to every policyholder.

25

29.

Infinity's Policy does not condition payment on what amount, if any, was previously

26

paid for the vehicle, nor what amount, if any, is actually incurred in replacing the vehicle. In fact, if the

27

insured received the vehicle as a gift and, the ACV ofthe insured vehicle, according to the terms of the

28
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1

Policy, is nevertheless unaffected. If the insured does not replace the total loss vehicle at all, the ACV

2

ofthe vehicle is unaffected. See generally Policy.

3
4
5
6
7
8

C.

Plaintiff's Total Loss Claim

30.

At all times material hereto, Plaintiff Carr owned and insured a 2001 Lexus RX 300,

VIN # JTJGF10U210113887(the "Insured Vehicle").
31.

Plaintiff insured the Insured Vehicle under an insurance policy issued by Defendant.

Exhibit A (Policy).
32.

On or about November 12, 2018, Plaintiff was involved in an accident while operating

9
the Insured Vehicle. As a result of said accident, Plaintiff filed a claim for property damage with
10
Defendant, claim number 20003360957.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

33.

Following the filing of said claim, Infinity, through its third-party vendor, CCC,

determined that the vehicle was a total loss with an adjusted vehicle value of $3,824.00."Exhibit B"
(Market Valuation Report)(the "Report").
34.

The market value is calculated by Defendant based on the "sticker price" of comparable

vehicles listed for sale in the local market.
35.

Infinity then added $382.40 as taxes to the actual cash value. Next, Infinity added a

18

DMV Title Transfer fee of$15.00, then subtracted the deductible of $1,000.00, and then subtracted a

19

miscellaneous amount of $1,075.00 for a total settlement payment of$2,146.40 "Exhibit C"(Total

20

Loss Settlement Letter).

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

36.

Infinity did not include registration fees in making its (purported) ACV payment to

Plaintiff, thereby breaching the terms of Plaintiff's Policy.
37.

Infinity's underpayment ofthe ACV registration fees constitutes a breach of contract.

38.

Plaintiff paid all premiums owed and otherwise satisfied all conditions precedent such

that his insurance policy was in effect and operational at the time ofthe accident. By paying the
claim—albeit insufficiently— Infinity acknowledged that Plaintiff satisfied all conditions precedent
required under the Policy.

28
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1
2
3
4
5

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
39.

Plaintiff bring this action seeking representation of a class pursuant to California Code

of Civil Procedure, Section 382.
40.

Plaintiff brings this action as class representative, individually and on behalf of all other

persons or entities similarly situated, more specifically defined as follows:

6
All individuals insured under a California policy issued by Infinity
Insurance Company for private-passenger auto physical damage coverage
with comprehensive or collision coverage, who made a first-party claim,
whose claim was determined to be, and adjusted as, a total loss under
comprehensive or collision coverage, and where the total loss payment did
not include registration fees imposed by the State of California ("ACV
registration fees") within four years prior to the date on which this lawsuit
was filed through the date of any certification order.

7
8
9
10
11
12

41.

13

a. The relatively small amount of damages that members of the class
have suffered on an individual basis would not justify the
prosecution of separate lawsuits;

14
15

b. Counsel in this class action are not aware of any previously filed
litigation against Infinity in which any of the members of the class
is a party and which any question oflaw or fact in the subject action
can be adjudicated; and

16
17

c. No difficulties would be encountered in the management of
Plaintiff's claim on a class action basis, because the class is readily
definable and the prosecution of this class action would reduce the
possibility of repetitious litigation.

18
19
20

Certification ofthe above class is supported by the following considerations:

42.

Although the precise number of members ofthe Class are unknown to Plaintiff at this

91

time and can only be determined through appropriate discovery, Plaintiff understands Defendant to be

22

one ofthe largest motor vehicle insurers in the State of California—one that writes hundreds of

23
24
25

millions of dollars of physical damage coverage premiums. Thus, the class of persons affected by
Defendant's unlawful practice alleged herein consists ofthousands ofindividuals, or the class of
persons effected are otherwise so numerous that joinder of all class members is impractical. The

26
unlawful practice alleged herein is a systematic and uniform practice, employed by Defendant in
27
28
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1

violation of standardized and uniform insurance policy language, which results in the retention by

2

Defendant ofinsurance benefits and monies properly owed to Plaintiff and the Class members.

3

43.

Plaintiff's claims are typical ofthe claims ofthe members ofthe Class. The central

4

issues in this litigation turn on the interpretation of materially identical policy provisions and California

5

law; thus, this case is well-suited for class-wide adjudication. Defendant and all Class Members,

6

including Plaintiff, are bound by materially identical policy terms.

7
8

44.

As to the Class, common questions include (but are not limited to):(1) whether

Defendant's Policy promised to pay insureds registration fees upon the total loss of an insured vehicle;

9
(2)whether Defendant's failure to pay registration fees constitutes a breach of contract.
10
45.

Plaintiff and members of the Class were injured by Defendant's uniform misconduct.

11
12
13
14

Further, Plaintiff and Class members' legal claims arise from the same core practices: namely, the
failure to pay the full ACV ofinsured vehicles on first-party total-loss claims. Plaintiff's claim is based
upon the same legal theories as those ofthe members ofthe Class. Plaintiff suffered the same harm as

15

all other members ofthe Class. Plaintiff are not subject to any unique defenses nor do Plaintiff bring

16

any unique claims.

17

46.

The relevant Policy provisions for each Class member are the same. The relevant law

18

relating to the interpretation and application ofthose Policy provisions for each Class member is the

19

same.

20
21
22

47.

The previously articulated common issues offact and law predominate over any

question solely affecting individual Class members.
48.

As to the Class, the critical common question—does Defendant's promise to pay the

23

ACV ofthe total loss vehicle obligated it to include ACV registration fees—is identical for every

24

member ofthe Class.

25
26

49.

Further, the measure of damages,if any, is the same for every member of both Class,

and any variances in damages will reflect only variances in the length ofthe expired registration term

27
28
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1

(and thus the percentage subject to proration), the application of which is a purely ministerial function.

2

Otherwise, there are no individualized questions offact or law.

3

50.

Class treatment is superior to any other alternative method of adjudication because the

4

damages suffered by individual members of both Class is relatively small, their interests in maintaining

5

separate actions is questionable and the expense and burden ofindividual litigation makes it

6
7
8

impracticable for Class members to seek individual redress for the wrongs done to them. Even if some
members ofthe Class could afford individual litigation, the court system could not. Thousands of
individual cases asserting precisely the same claim that Plaintiff assert here would be uneconomical and

9
would strain (indeed, likely overwhelm)judicial resources.
10
51.

Plaintiff and their counsel will fairly and adequately protect and represent the interests

11
12
13
14
15

ofeach member ofthe Class. Plaintiff possesses no conflict with members ofthe Class. Plaintiff's
claim does not conflict with that of any member ofthe Class, and Plaintiff has no financial or any other
interest conflicting with those ofthe Class. Plaintiff fully intends to vigorously protect the interests of
Class members in prosecuting these claims.
52.

16

Plaintiff is committed to the vigorous prosecution ofthis action and retained competent .

17

counsel experienced in prosecuting and defending class actions. Moreover, Plaintiff's counsel has

18

successfully litigated other class action cases similar to that here, where insurers breached contracts

19

with insureds by failing to include ACV Sales Tax and/or Regulatory Fees after total losses.

20

BREACH OF CONTRACT CLAIM

21

53.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1-52 as though fully set forth herein.

54.

Plaintiff was party to an insurance contract with Defendant as described herein. All

22
23
Class members were parties to insurance contracts with Defendant containing materially identical
24
25
26
27

terms.
55.

The interpretation ofPlaintiff's and all Class members' Policies is governed by

California law.

28
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

56.

Plaintiff and all Class members made a claim determined by Defendant to be a first-

party total loss under the insurance policy and determined by Defendant to be a covered claim.
57.

Defendant, by paying the total loss claim, determined that Plaintiff and each Class

member complied with the terms of his or her insurance contract, and fulfilled all required duties and
conditions under the Policies for the insured to be paid on his or her total loss.
58.

Pursuant to the aforementioned uniform contractual provisions, upon the total loss of

insured vehicles, Plaintiff and each Class member were owed the ACV of the vehicle, which, under
California law, includes ACV Registration Fees.

9
59.

Defendant refused or otherwise failed to pay ACV Registration Fees as part of its

10
purported ACV payment to Plaintiff and every Class member,following Defendant's determination
1 1.
12
13
14
15

that a vehicle was a total loss.
60.

Defendant's failure to provide payment for the ACV Registration Fees constitutes a

material breach of contract with Plaintiff and every Class member.
61.

As a result of said breaches, Plaintiff and the Class members are entitled, under

16

Defendant's insurance Policies, to sums representing the benefits owed for ACV Registration Fees, as

17

well as costs, pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, injunctive relief and other relief as is

18

appropriate.

19
20
21

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE,Plaintiff Carr, individually and on behalfofthe Class, demands a trial by jury on
all triable issues and seek and pray for relief and judgment as follows:

22
a.

For an Order certifying this action as a Class Action on behalf of the Class described

23
above;
24
b.
25
26
27

For an award ofcompensatory damages for Plaintiffand members ofthe Class in amounts
owed under the Policies;

c.

For all other damages according to proof;

d.

For an award of attorney's fees and expenses as appropriate pursuant to applicable law;
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1

e.

For pre- and post- judgment interests on any amounts awarded; and

2

g.

For other and further forms of relief as this Court deems just and proper.

3

JURY DEMAND

4

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

5
6

DATED: December 13, 2021.

7
8

By:

9
10
11
12

s/ Scott Edelsberg
EDELSBERG LAW,PA
Scott Edelsberg
(CA Bar No. 330990)
1925 Century Park East, Suite 1700
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Telephone:(305)975-3320
scott@edelsberglaw.com
Andrew Shamis*
SHAMIS & GENTILE,P.A.
14 NE 1st Avenue, Suite 705
Miami, Florida 33132
Telephone:(305)479-2299
ashamisAshamisgentile.com

13
14
15

Rachel Dapeer, Esq.*
DAPEER LAW,P.A.
20900 NE 30th Ave., Suite 417
Aventura, FL 33180
Telephone: 305-610-5223
rachel@dapeer.com

16
17
18
19

Edmond A. Normand*
Jacob L. Phillips*
NORMAND PLLC
3165 McCrory Place, Ste. 175
Orlando, FL 32803
Telephone:(407)603-6031
service@normandp11c.com
ed@normandp11c.com
jacob@normandp11c.corn

20
21
22
23
24
25

* Pro Hac Vice tofollow

26

For Plaintiffand the Putative Class

27
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INFINITY

Auto
A uto Insurance

YOUR
CALIFORNIA
SPECIAL
PERSONAL
AUTO
POLICY
WARNING: SECTION 550 OF THE CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE OUTLAWS INSURANCE
FRAUD. ANY MISREPRESENTATION ON THE INSURANCE APPLICATION OR ANY CLAIM
MADE UNDER THIS POLICY OF INSURANCE THAT IS FRAUDULENT CAN RESULT IN
YOUR BEING SUED AND/OR HAVING CRIMINAL CHARGES FILED AGAINST YOU.
WARNING: THIS POLICY PROVIDES REDUCED LIABILITY LIMITS WHEN THE VEHICLE IS
BEING OPERATED BY A PERMISSIVE OPERATOR AS DEFINED WITHIN THE POLICY.
LIMITS DROP TO THE MINIMUM STATUTORY LIMITS WHICH ARE $15,000 PER PERSON,
$30,000 PER ACCIDENT, AND $5,000 FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE IN CALIFORNIA.

Underwritten by:
Infinity Insurance Company
2201 4th Avenue North, Birmingham, AL 35203
(800)782-1020
MEMBER OF:

INFINITY PROPERTY & CASUALTY CORPORATION
00507R1017
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1
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16
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16
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16
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16
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.

16
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8
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16

8
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POLLUTION EXCLUSION

17
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9
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10
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10
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10
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11
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11
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11

LIMITS OF LIABILITY - PART D ONLY.

12
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13
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damage to the insured auto, the person claiming coverage
must take reasonable steps after the accident to protect the
property from further loss or damage. We will pay
reasonable expenses incurred In providing that protection. In
the event of any theft or vandalism of theinsured auto, you
must promptly Tile a written report with the appropriate law
enforcement agency. You must also allow us to inspect and
appraise the damaged property before its repair or disposal.

POLICY AGREEMENT
This Personal Auto Policy is a binding contract between you
and us. The contract includes the Declarations Page,
endorsements, the Application, the Personal Auto Policy,
and all attachments. If your premium payment is paid, we
will Insure you subject to the terms of this policy. The
Declarations Page shows a premium for each type of
coverage purchased. The selected coverages in this policy
apply only to occurrences whiie the policy is in force.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ANY OR ALL OF THE
CONDITIONS ABOVE MAY RESULT IN OUR REFUSAL
TO EXTEND TO YOU PROTECTION UNDER THIS
POLICY FOR THE ACCIDENT OR LOSS.

DUTIES IN CASE OF ACCIDENT OR LOSS
In the event of an auto accident or loss, you and any

norcrin "ioirninn nr.loronct
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DEFINITIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS POLICY
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1. Notify us promptly, You or someone on your behalf
must notify us within thirty (80) days, or as soon as
practicable, by calling our claims Office during business
hours or our Claims Hotline, available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. The notice must give the time,
place, and circumstances of the accident or loss, the
license plate numbers of the vehicles involved, and the
names and addresses of injured joersons and witnesses.
FAILURE TO PROMPTLY REPORT A LOSS OR
ACCIDENT TO US MAY JEOPARDIZE YOUR
COVERAGE UNDER THIS POLICY.

Unless defined differently elsewhere in this policy, the words
and phrases listed below shall have the following meanings
and shall appear in bold print:

2. Cooperate with us in any matter concerning a claim or
suit.

All bodily injury and property damage arising out of
continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the
same general conditions shall be considered as arising
out of one accident.

1. "Accident" means a sudden, unexpected, and
unintended event causing bodily injury or property
damage, arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or
use of an auto. Coverage under this policy shall not
apply If the accident or Its consequences were either
intended by the insured, or could have reasonably been
expected from the viewpoint of the insured.

3. Provide us access, as we may reasonably require, to
the recorded data contained within the insured auto's
event data recorder (EDR), global positioning system
(GPS) or similar device, in connection with any matter
concerning an accident, claim or suit,

2. "Actual cash value" means market value immediately
prior to the loss based upon vehicle mileage, age,
condition, original optional equipment, and comparable
vehicles available for sale within a reasonable
radius as documented In a database of
publications and dealerships, less depreciation and/or
betterment.

4. Submit to physical examination at our expense, by
doctors we select, as often as we may reasonably
require, and authorize us to obtain medical and other
records.

3. "Additional auto" means an auto that you become the
owner of, and that you acquire or purchase during the
policy period and we must insure all autos you own or
lease for a term of at least six months

5. Provide any written proof of loss under oath that we
require.
6. Neither admit fault, assume any obligation, nor agree to
incur any expense In connection with any claim or
accident.

4. "Afterrnarket parts" means replacement auto parts not
made by the original manufacturer of the motor vehicle
or by a manufacturer authorized by the original
manufacturer to use its name or trademark.

7. Attend hearings and trials as we or a court may require.

5, "Application" means the form entitled Application for
Insurance that contains statements, coverage options,
and agreements that form a part of this policy.

8. Send us promptly any legal papers received to any
claim or suit.
9. Submit to statements or examinations under oath as
often as we may reasonably require and review, sign
and return the transcript to us as we may reasonably
require.

6. "Auto" means a licensed and registered motorized
four-wheel land vehicle of the private passenger type
intended for use on public roads. Auto incTudes a
pickup, van, or sport utility vehicle, with a load capacity
In any business
of 1 r-lf)lbs. or less, 1"1 is eet
other than farming or ranching. Auto does not include
motorcycles, midget cars. golf carts, tractors, farm
machinery, any vehicle operated on rails or crawler
treads, or any vehicle used as a residence or premises.

10. Allow us to take signed or recorded statements when
and as often as we may reasonably require.
We may examine any insured person under oath, while not
In the presence of any other insured person, about any
matter relating to this insurance or the claim, including_an
Insured person's hooks and financial records. The
Examination Under Oath may be audiotaped or videotaped.

7, "Auto business" means the business of selling,
leasing, repairing, servicing, delivering, testing, road
testing, towing, storing, or parking vehicles or trailers.

A person claiming Uninsured or Underinsured Motorists
coverage, or someone on his behalf, must contact the police
within twenty-four (24) hours, or as soon as practicable),
after the accident If a hit-and-run driver is involved, and
must promptly send us copies of any legal papers If suit is
brought.

8. "Autonomous vehicle" means any vehicle equipped
with autonomous technology that has been integrated
into that vehicle. An autonomous vehicle does not
include a vehicle that is equipped with one or more
collision avoidance systoms, including, but not limited to,
electronic blind spot assistance, automated emergency

If coverage is claimed for property damage or loss or
00507R1017
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braking systems, park assist, adaptive cruise control,
lane keep aSsIst, lane departure warning, traffic OM and
queuing assist, Or other similar systems that enhance
safety or provide driver assistance, but are not capable,
cellechvely or singularly, of operating or driving the
vehicle without the active control or monitoring of a
human operator.

person.
24. "Owner" means any person who, with respect to a
vehicle, holds legal title to the vehicle, has legal
possession of the vehicle that is subject to a conditional
sale agreement or has legal possession of the vehicle
that is leased to that person.
25. "Premium payment" means the actual receipt of funds
by us.

9. "Autonomous technology" means technology that has
the capability to operate or drive a vehicle without the
active physical control or monitoring by a human
operator.

26. "Property,damage" means physical damage to tangible
property, including destruction or loss of its use, which
is caused solely by an accident covered under this
policy and occurring while the policy is in force.

10, "Betterment" means an increase in the value of a
vehicle or any of its parts.

27. "Racing" means participating in any race, speed,
demolition, stunt, or timed contest or activity, whether
organized or not. Racing includes preparation for the
contest or activity.

11. "Bodily injury" means injury to the human body,
including sickness or disease, resulting in impairment of
physical condition, including death resulting therefrom,
Which IS caused solely by an accident covered under
this policy and occurring wnile the policy is in force.
12. "Business" means trade, profession, occupation,
course of employment, job or commercial use of any
kind, and shall not include the use of the Insured auto
to carry tools and supplies between your home and job
site.

28. "Regular operator" Is any person not listed on the
Declarations Page who has or had care, custody, or
control of the insured auto for more than twenty-four
(24) hours at any time during the policy term as shown
on the Declarations Page. The twenty-four (24) hours
may be consecutive or cumulative.

13. "Crime" means any felony under the law of the state in
which the act is committed. Crime also includes any
attempt to elude law enforcement personnel which may
be a misdemeanor.

20. "Relative" means any person related to you by blood,
marriage, or adoption, including a ward or foster child,
who lives in your household, whether or not temporarily
Ilving elsewhere. Relative includes a minor under your
guardianship who lives in your household.

14. "Declarations Page" means the document you receive
from us listing the-types of coverage you have selected,
the limit for each coverage, the cost for each covorrigo,
the specified autos covered by this policy, the types of
coverage for each such auto, and other information

30 'Rental vehicle" means an auto you rent .or hire for a
term of 14 days or less hi any one 30-day peliod while
such auto Is in your custody or Is being operated by
you or a relative_ An auto you rent or hire for more
In
one
is
regularly available to you. Rental vehicles may be
rented or hired only from an entity licensed to conduct
such business under applicable state law,

15. "Deductible" is that sum which is shown on the
Declarations Page and will be deducted from the loss.

31. "Replacement auto" means an auto that you become
the owner of and that you acquire or purchase during
the policy period to take the place of an auto described
on the Declarations Page because of:

16. "Depreciation" means the loss of value caused by
physical,. technological, social, andior location
deterioration.
17. "Diminution of value" means the difference in the
actual cash value of the insured auto immediately
before and after a loss.

(a) termination of your ownership interest in an auto
described on the Declarations Page; or
(b) mechanical breakdown, theft, deterioration, or total
loss of an auto described on the Declarations
Page, rendering it permanently inoperable.

18. "Listed Driver" means a person listed on the application or endorsed on the policy prior to the loss.
19. "Loss" means sudden, direct, and accidental damage
to, or theft of, the insured auto. including Its original
equipment, which is permanently installed at the factory
by the vehicle manufacturer at time of original purchase
of the vehicle.

32. "Resident" means a person living in your household,
other than you or a relative.
33. "State" means the District of Columbia and any state of
the United States of America and Canada.

20. "RAinimm" statutory limits" means the minimum policy
limits for vehicle liability coverage.required by the law of
the state in which the accident occurs.

34. "Substitute auto" means an auto you use temporarily
while an auto described on the Declarations Page is
not available for use. Use of the substitute auto must
result directly from servicing, repair, theft, destruction, or
malfunction of the auto described on the Declarations
Page. Substitute auto does not include any vehicle
that Is owned by you, a listed driver or a relative, or
that Is regularly available to you, a listed driver or a
relative.

21. "Non-owned auto" means any auto used by you with
the express or implied permission of the owner and not
owned by, furnished, or available for the regular use of
you, a relative, or a listed driver, Non-owned auto
does not include a substitute auto_
22. "Occupying" means in, upon, entering into, or exiting
from.

35. "The insured auto" means:
(a) any auto described on the Declarations Page;

23. "Owned" means to hold actual legal title to the vehicle,
to have legal possession of the vehicle that Is subject to
a conditional sale agreement or to have legal
possession of the vehicle that was leased to that
00507R1017

(b) any trailer you own while it is attached to the
insured auto.
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(c) a replacement auto if you notify us within 30 days
of your acquisition of this auto. The replacement
auto will have the broadest coverage we now
provide for the auto being replaced, except for Part
D - Coverage for Damage to the insured Auto. If the
auto being replaced has coverage under Part D Coverage for Damage to the Insured Auto you must
polity us within 5 days of the date you either
become owner of the replacement auto or you
take physical possession, whichever comes first, to
continue this coverage for the replacement auto. If
the auto being replaced does not have coverage
under Part D, we will add this coverage for the
replacement auto effective after you ask us to do
so. All insurance for the auto being replaced ends
ssiinnri

tin,

Folio

to settle or defend ends when our limit of liability for this
coverage has been exhausted by payment of judgment or
settlement. We have no duty to settle or defend any claim or
action that is not covered under the policy.
ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS USED IN PART A ONLY
As used in this part, Insured person" means:
1. You:
2. A relative; or
3. A listed driver, or

AtalisJorst rsf tha wan rt ,.....arrrealn1

4. A person using the insured auto with your express or
Implied permission and within the scope of your
permission.

(d) an additional auto if you notify us within 14 days pf
your acquisition of this auto. These provisions apply
only if on the date you acquire the additional auto,
we insure all vehicles you own and you ask us to
Insure the additional auto within 14 days of the
date you acquire It. The additional auto will have
the broadest coverage except for Part D,Coverage
for Damage to the Insured Auto, we now provide on
your policy. If any auto listed on the Declarations
Page has coverage under Part D - Coverage 'for
Damage to the Insured Auto you must notify us
within 4 days of the date you either become owner
of the additional auto or you take physical
possession of the additional auto, whichever
comes first, to continue coverage under Part D for
the additional auto. It no auto listed on the
Declarations Page has coverage under Part D, we
will add this coverage for the additional auto
effective after you ask us to do so.

5, Any other person or organization with respect only to
legal liability for acts or omissions of:
(a) a person described in items 'I, 2, or 3 above, while
using the insured auto; or
(b) you or a relative using an auto or trailer, other than
the insured auto, that Is neither owned nor hired by
the above described entity.
HOWEVER, FOR A PERMISSIVE DRIVER, WE WILL
ONLY PROVIDE UP TO THE MINIMUM STATUTORY
LIMITS. THE LIABILITY LIMITS FOR A PERMISSIVE
DRIVER MAY BE LESS THAN THE LIABILITY LIMITS FOR
PERSON(S). THE
MINIMUM
OTHER INSURED
STATUTORY LIMITS FOR CALIFORNIA ARE $15,000
EACH PERSON, $30,000 EACH ACCIDENT, AND $5,000
FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE.

(e) a substitute auto. A substitute auto is provided
the same
the auto which
replaces.

As used in this Part, "insured person" means with respect
to a non-owned auto or a rental vehicle, you, a relative or
a listed driver and only white using such vehicle with the
express or implied permission of the owner.

For purposes of this policy any auto leased by you
under a written agreement for a continuous period of at
least six (6) months shall be deemed to be owned by
you.

As used in this Part, a "permissive driver" means an
Insured person other than you, any relative or listed
driver who is using the Insured auto with your express or
implied permission to do so and within the scope of your
permission.

36. 'Trailer" means a device or vehicle %ONO is not
self-propelled and is designed to be towed by an auto.
including a farm wagon or farm Implement, and while
being towed by an auto. A mobile home, travel trailer, or
any vehicle that can be lived in or is self-propelled, is
not a trailer.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS - PART A ONLY

37. "Vehicle" means a surface transportation device used
for conveying goods, passengers, or equipment.

When we defend an Insured person under this Part, we will
provide the following benefits:

38. 'We", "us", and "our' mean the company shown on the
Declarations Page.

1. We will pay costs we incur to investigate the accident.
2. We will pay costs we incur to arrange for the settlement
of any claim or action,

39, "You" and "youe mean the named insured as shown on
iho rlarloratInne Page and includes your spouse. if
living in the same household.

3.

PART A - LIABILITY COVERAGE

we deem appropriate, we will defend the Insured
person, hire and pay a lawyer, and pay all defense
costs. We have no duty to defend any claim or action
not covered under this policy.
As

INSURING AGREEMENT

4. As we deem appropriate, we will pay costs we incur to
Investigate and settle any claim or action.

If the Declarations Page shows a premium charged for this
coverage, we will pay damages for bodily injury and
property damage for which an insured person is !wally
liable because Of an accident up to the policy limits stated
on the Declarations- Page. We will not cover punitive or
exemplary damages.

5. We will pay the interest that accrues after judgrnent is
entered against an insured person and before we have
offered to pay or deposited into court sums that are not
more than our limit of liability, on damages awarded in a
suit we defend.

We will settle or defend, as we consider appropriate, any
claim or action which is covered under the policy. Our duty

6. We will pay premiums on appeal and attachment bonds
If required in an action we -defend. We will neither apply

00507R1017
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for nor obtain bonds, nor pay the premium on any bond
that exceeds our limit of liability.

10. Damage to property an insured person rents, uses or
has charge of, except a residence or private garage,
including foss of its use.

7. We will reimbOrse any other reasonable costs an
insured person incurs at our request.

11. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
ownership. maintenance, or use of any vehicle other
than the Insured auto, which Is oWned by, furnished or
available for the regular use of you, a relative, or 'a
listed driver.

To, receive an adqitional benefit under this section, you must
submit a claim end proVIde proof of entitlement.
EXCLUSIONS - PART A ONLY

12. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
ownership, maintenance or use orthe Insured auto by
a relative, listed driver, or a regular operator, who is
not listed on the Declarations Page prior to the loss:

READ THE FOLLOWING EXCLUSIONS CAREFULLY.
COVERAGE WILL NOT BE AFFORDED UNDER THIS
PART FOR ANY LOSS TO WHICH THE EXCLUSIONS
LISTED BELOW APPLY.

13. Bodily injury or property damage arising out of an
insured person's ownership., maintenance, or use of
any vehicle other than one with four wheels.

We do not cover:
1. Bodily injury or property damage that results from
nuclear reactions, radiation, or fallout,

14. Bodily injury 'or property damage arising out of an
insured person's ownership, maintenance, or use of
any vehicle designed mainly for use off public roads.

2. Bodily injury or property.damage covered by a nuclear
,energy liability policy, even if the limits of that policy are
exhausted.

15. Bodily injury of property damage resulting from the
ownership, maintenance, or use of a vehicle in any
racing event.

3. Bodily injury or property damage'caused intentionally
by or at the direction of an insured person. Coverage
under this Part shall not apply if the accident or its
consequences were either intended by the insured
person, or could have reasonably been expected from
the viewpoint of the insured,

16. Bodily injury or property damage incurred while the
Insured auto is being leased or rented to others.
1 7. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
use of a vehicle for snow removal.

4. Liability fOr any bodily injury or property damage
assumed by or imposed on an insured person under
any agreement, contract or bailment.

18. Bodily injury or property damage caused by war
(declared or undeclared), civil war, insurrection,
rebellion, revolution, or riot.

5. Bodily injury to an insured person's employee which

19. Bodily injury or property damage sustained by an
insured
while occupying any vehicle located
for use or being used as A residence or premises.

Unless coverage is required under workers'
compensation, disability benefits, or similar laws, we will
provide coverage for an insured person's domestic
,employee injured in an accident In the course of
employment..

20. Bodily Injury or property damage resulting from the
ownership, maintenance, or use of a vehicle or trailer
by a person while in the course and scope of
employment, or engaged in any business_ This
exclusion includes use of a vehicle for delivery of goods
or services arising out of any business. This exclusion
does not ape!)
,if business use of the insured auto has
been declared and a premium charged prior to the loss.

6. Bodily injury to an insured person's co-worker
occurring during the course of employment if such injury
arises out of -the insured person's use of a vehicle in
business.

21. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
ownership, maintenance or use of a vehicle or trailer
for wholesale or retail delivery.

7. Bodily injury or property damage that results from -the
ownership, maintenance, or Use of a vehicle while used
to transport persons or property for a fee or
compensation. This exclusion does not apply to
thared-expense car pools or to your use of the insured
auto in the performance of volunteer services for a
nonprofit charitable organization or governmental
agency by providing social service transportation, as
defined under California law. However, you must only
be reimbursed for the actual rn;la.n.. drisos in t"
performance of those services and not receive any other
remuneration, This exclusion . also does not apply to
your use or the insured auto in the performance of any
in-home supportive services as described in Article 7
(Commencing with Section 12300) of Chapter 3 of Part 3
of Division 9 of the California Welfare and Institutions
Code.

22. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from an
auto business. However, this exclusion -does not apply
to you when the bodily injury -or property damage
arises out of auto business operations conducted by
someone other than you, a relative or listed driver.
23. Bodily injury or property damage incurred while any
vehicle Is used for towing a trailer not designed for use
with that vehicle, and which is owned or rented by an
Insured person, and not listed on the Declarations
Page.
24. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
u5e of any vehicle by a person or persons specifically
excluded by endorsement:

8. Liability for bodily injury to ,an insured person or
liability for bodily injury to an insured person
whenever the ultimate benefits of that indemnification
accrue directly or indirectly to an insured person.

25. Bodily injury or property damage arising out of the
ownership, maintenance, use, loading or unloading of
any hatilaway, tank truck, or tank trailer when used with
a vehicle that it net lir.;ted on the Declarations Pagc,
and which Is owned, hired or held for sale by the
Insured person_

9. Property damag
- e to property owned or being
transported by an -Insured person.

00507R1017
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BODILY INJURY, THE MINIMUM STATUTORY LIMITS
FOR CALIFORNIA ARE $15,000 EACH PERSON.
2. The bodily Injury limit for "each accident" Is the most
we will pay for all damages resulting from bodily injury
sustained by more than one person in one accident. It
includes all'damages for care, medical expenses,loss of
services, loss of society, comfort, companionship, loss
of consortium, and any other damages in any way
arising out of, or deriving from such bodily, injury.
NOTE: THE MAXIMUM LIABILITY LIMITS WE WILL
PAY FOR BODILY INJURY FOR "EACH ACCIDENT'
IS REDUCED TO THE MINIMUM STATUTORY LIMITS
WHEN A PERMISSIVE DRIVER IS LEGALLY LIABLE
FOR THE BODILY INJURY. THE MINIMUM
STATUTORY LIMITS FOR CALIFORNIA ARE $30,000
Cart4 rrinmiT

26. Benefits payable 'under the "No Fault L s" 'of the
following states: ArkansaS, Delaware, Washington D.C:,
Florida, Hawaii. Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, North
Dakota Oregen, Texas ,L.ftah and Washington.
27. Bodily injury or Property damage Caused by a vehicle
driven by a person other than you or a relative or listed
driver listed on the Declarations Page prior to loss,
who at the time of loss was:
(A) under the minimum age to obtain legal authority to
drive;
(b) who does not have a valid driver's license.
28. Bodily Injury to the owner of a non-owned auto when
being used by or driven by an insured person.

3, The property damage limit for each accident" is the
most we will pay for all damages to property, including
loss of its use, in one accident, NOTE: THE MAXIMUM
LIABILITY LIMITS WE WILL PAY FOR PROPERTY
DAMAGE FOR "EACH ACCIDENT" IS.REDUCED TO
THE MINIMUM STATUTORY LIMITS WHEN A
PERMISSIVE DRIVER IS LEGALLY LIABLE FOR THE
PROPERTY'DAMAGE. THE MINIMUM STATUTORY
LIMITS FOR CALIFORNIA ARE $5,000 FOR
PROPERTY DAMAGE.

29. Bodily injury or property damage resulting from the
Ownership, maintenance, or use of a vehicle with a load
capacity in excess of 15.00 pounds.
30. Coverage under this Part does not extend to:
(a) any auto or trailer that is rented for any business
purposes; or

Regardless of the limits of liability shown on the
Declarations Page or elsewhere in this policy, the limits for
bodily injury and property damage liability afforded by this
policy to an Insured person other than:

(b) any auto or trailer Ihat is rented for a period In
excess of 14 consecutive days.
However; if the Declarations Page Shows a premium
charged for rental reimbursement coverage, then Part
"b' Of this exclusion does not apply to a rented auto or
trailer we provide because of a covered loss to the
insured auto.

1. you; Or
2. a relative; or
3. a listed driver,

31. Bodily injury or, property damage for any amciunt in
excess of
statutory limits of the
whore the accident occurs, while the insured auto or
any other vehicle is used in the commission of a crime.

shall not exceed those amounts necessary to satisfy the
minimum statutory limits of the financial responsibility law
Of the State In which the bodily Injury or property damage
policy was written,

32. Bodily Injury or property damage for any amount In
excess of the minimum statutory limfts when a
permissive driver is legally liable for the bodily injury
or property, damage. The minimum statutory limits
for California are $15,000 each person, 139,000 each
accident. and $5,000 for property damage.

This is the most we will pay rowdies- of the number Of
premiums or autos listed on the declarations Page,
Insured persons, claims, claimants, policies, or vehicles
involved in the accident. Any amount paid or payable under
this coverage to or for an insured person will be reduced by
any payment made to that person under Part B - Medical
Payments Coverage or Pert C - Uninsured/Underinsured
Motorists Coverage of this policy.

33. Bodily injury to the owner or co-owner of the insured
auto.
34. Bodily injury or property damage arising out of an
Insured person's ownership, maintenance or use of an
autonomous vehicle.

An auto and attached trailer are considered one auto.
Therefore, our limits of liability will not bo increased for any
accident involving an auto which has an attached trailer.

LIMITS OF LIABILITY - PART A ONLY

All bodily injury arid property damage arising out of
continuous or repeated exposure for substantially the same
eneral conditions shall be considered as arising out of one
arririont.

As to any insured person, the limits of liability shown on the
Declarations Page shall apply. We will pay these limits of
liability as follows:

FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT EXCLUSION

1. The bodily injury limit for "each person" is the most we
will pay for efl damages, Including damages for
derivative claims, resulting from bodily injury sustained
by one person in one accident. Derivative claims
include claims for care, loss of services, and loss of
consortium. Any claims or loss of consortium or injury to
the relationship will be payable only under the same
"each person" limit Of liability as the bodily injury from
which they are derived. NOTE: THE MAXIMUM
LIABILITY LIMITS WE WILL PAY FOR BODILY
INJURY FOR 'EACH PERSON" IS REDUCED TO THE
MINIMUM
STATUTORY
LIMITS
WHEN
A
PERMISSIVE DRIVER IS LEGALLY LIABLE FOR THE
00507R1017

The following are not insured person(s) under Part A of the
policy:
1. The United States of America or any federal agency.
2. Any person for bodily injury or property damage
resulting from a person acting in the scope of
employmentfor the United States of America or any
federal agency when the provisions of the Federal
Tort Claims Act apply,
As used herein, "federal agency' means federal agency as
5
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1. "Accident" as used in this Part, shall also mean an
occurrence involving an insured person and must
involve the actual physical impact of the vehicle or the
insured person with another object In order for
coverage under this Part to apply.

defined in the Federal Tort Claims Act,
CONFORMITY WITH STATE FINANCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY LAWS

2. 'Medical expenses" means usual and customary
charges incurred for reasonable and necessary services
rendered to or on behalf of an insured person within
one year from the date of the accident for: medical,
surgical, x-ray, and dental services when performed by a
professional; pharmaceuticals;
medical
licensed
prosthetic devices; eye glasses; necessary ambulance,
hospital, and professional nursing services when
prescribed by a licensed medical professional; and

When we certify this policy as proof under a State Financial
Responsibility law, it will comply with that law to the extent of
the coverage and limits of liability required by law.
If we make a payment that we would not be required to
make except for the provisions of this section of the policy,
you agree to reimburse us for any such payment.
OUT OF STATE INSURANCE

111173ral CO.06
.
00

Medical expenses do not include expenses:

If an Insured person Is operating_ an auk! in a state which
requires minimum Financial Responsibility limits for
nonresidents, we will increase the policy limits to the
required minimum limits of that state. We will not provide
any coverage under the no-fault law or any other similar law
of any other state. No person shall be enbtled to duplicate
payments for the same element of loss.

(a) For treatment, services, products or procedures that
are:
(i) Experimental in nature, for research, or not
primarily designed to serve a medical purpose;
Or

(ii) Not commonly and customarily recognized
throughout the medical profession and within the
United States as appropriate for the treatment of
the bodily injury: or

OTHER INSURANCE - PART A ONLY
If there is other applicable liability insurance on a loss
covered by this part
1

(b) Incurred for:

Any insurance we provide for an auto you do not own
shall be excess over any other collectible insurance.
However, any insurance we provide for an auto you do
not own will be primary insurance if the auto is insured
under a policy affording coverage to a named insured
engaged In an auto business. This applies only if an
insured person is operating.the auto and is neither the
person's
person
In
employee or agent.

(i) The purchase or rental of equipment not
primarily designed to serve a medical purpose.
Medical expenses include usual and customary
charges for reasonable and necessary services
performed by a licensed chiropractor, a licensed
licensed
a
of
acupuncture, or
practitioner
thermographer, only within three months from the date
of the accident.

2. Any insurance we provide for an auto you own shall be
excess to that of:

3. "Insured person" means:

(a) A person engaged in an auto business. if the
accident occurs while the auto Is being operated by
that person or that person's employee or agent; or

(a) you,
(b) any relative, if listed on the Declarations Page
prior to loss, who sustains bodily injury caused by
an accident, or any listed driver who sustains
bodily injury caused by art accident:

(b) An owner, tenant or lessee of premises on which
loss arising out of the loading or unloading of the
auto occurs.

(I) while occupying any auto; or

We will only pay our share of the loss. Our share Is the
proportion that our limit of liability bears to the total of all
applicable limits.

(ii) when struck as a pedestrian by a vehicle:
(c) any person other than you, any relative, or any
listed driver who sustains bodily Injury caused by
an accident:

PART B - MEDICAL PAYMENTS COVERAGE
INSURING AGREEMENT

(I) while occupying the insured auto as a guest
passenger; or

If the Declarations Page shows a premium charged for this
coverage, we will pay medical expenses not exceeding the
limits shown on the Declarations Page, incurred as a result
of bodily injury caused by an accident and sustained by an
insured person. Coverage under this Part shall not apply if
the accident or its consequences were either intended by
the insured person, or could have reasonably been
expected from the viewpoint of the insured person.

(ii) while operating or using the insured auto with
your express or implied permission and within
the scope of permission granted.
As used in this Part, occupants regularly residing in
your household under the age of fifteen (15) years of
age will be considered insured persons.

We will pay only for those expenses incurred for services
rendered within one year from the date of the accident.

4. "Usual and customary charge" means an amount that
we determine that represents a customary charge for
services in the geographical area In which service is
rendered. We shall determine the customary charge
through the use of independent sources of our choice.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS USED IN PART B ONLY
As used in this Part:
00507R1017
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EXCLUSIONS - PART B ONLY

15. Resulting while occupying any vehicle located for use
or being used as a residence or premises.

READ THE FOLLOWING EXCLUSIONS CAREFULLY.
COVERAGE WILL NOT BE AFFORDED UNDER THIS
PART FOR ANY.LOSS TO WHICH THE EXCLUSIONS
LISTED BELOW APPLY.

16. Incurred by you, a relative, or a listed driver while the
insured auto is being operated by any resident or
relative not listed by you on the application or
Otherwise disclosed to us and listed on the
Declarations Page before the accident.

We do riot cover medical expenses:
1. That result from a nuclear reaction, radiation, or fallout.

17. Incurred es a result of the use of a vehicle by a person
or persons specifically excluded by endorsement.

2. Covered by a nuclear energy liability policy, even if the
limits of that policy are exhausted.

18. Incurred from any source other than an accident.

3. That result from the maintenance or use of any vehicle
without the express or Implied eerse;ssiee of the owner
or Outside the scope of that express or Implied
permission.

19. Incurred by you or a regular operator while the
insured auto .is'
,car." operated by such regular
operator not listed by you on the application or
otherwise disclosed to us and listed on the
Declarations Page before the accident.

4. Of an insured person's employee which arises in the
course of employment,

20 Resulting from war (declared or undeclared), civil war,
I nsurrection, rebellion, revolution, or riot.

Unless coverage Is required under Workers'
compensation, disability benefits, or similar laws, we will
provide coverage for an insured person's domestic
employee injured in an accident in the course of
employment.

21. Incurred during the course of employment if benefits are
payable or available under a workers' compensation law
or similar law.
22. Arising out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of any
vehicle while in the commission of a crime.

5. Of an insured person's co-worker occurring In the
course of employment if such injury arises out of the
insured person s use of a vehicle or trailer in any
business.

23. That result from the ownership, maintenance or use of
an autonomous vehicle.

6. That result from the ownership, maintenance, or use of
a vehicle while used to transport persons or property for
a fee or compensation. This exclusion does riot apply to
shared-expense car pools or to your use of a vehicle In
the perfOrmance ot volunteer services for a nonprofit

LIMITS OF LIABILITY - PART B ONLY
We will pay no more than the limit of liability shown for this
-- to or for each -•-coverage on the Declarations
person as the result of any one accident, reyaidless of the
number of premiums or vehicles listed on the Declarations
Page, insured persons, claims, claimants, policies, or
vehicles involver] in the accident. Any amount paid or
payable under this coverage to or for an insured person will
be reduced by any payment made to that person under Part
A - Liability Coverage or Part C - Uninsured/Underinsured
Motorists Coverage of this policy.

Or

providing social service transportation, as defined under
California law. However, you must only be reimbursed
for the actual mileage driven in the performance of those
services and not receive any other remuneration, This
exclusion also does not apply to your use of the
insured auto in the performance of any In-home
supportive services as described in Article 7
(commencing with Section 12300)of Chapter 3 of Part 3
of Division 9 of the California Welfare and Institutions
Code.

We will make no payment under this Part of the policy
unless the insured person or the Insured person's legal
representative agrees in writing that any payment shall be
applied toward any settlement or iudgment that person
receives under the Liability, Uninsured Motorist, or
Underinsured Motorist coverages of this policy.

7. Arising out of the operation of equipment or machinery
not listed on the Declarations Page.
Et, Resulting from the ownership, maintenance, or use of
any vehicle other than the Insured auto, which is
owned by, furnished or' available fur the iegular use uf
you, a relative, a resident, a listed driver, or a
nonresident spouse.

In no event will an insured person be entitled to receive
duplicate payments for the same element of loss.
OTHER INSURANCE - PART 13 ONLY

9. Arising out of the ownership. maintenance, or use of any
vehicle other than one with four wheels.

Any payment we make under this Part to an insured
person shall be excess over any:

10. Resulting from the ownership, maintenance, or use of a
vehicle in any racing event.

1. other available auto medical payments insurance;

1 1. Resulting from any auto business.

2. medical, surgical, hospital or funeral services benefit or
reimbursement plan;

12. Resulting from the ownership, maintenance, or use of a
vehicle by a person employed or engaged in any
business other than an auto business. This exclusion
does not apply if business use of the insured auto has
been declared and endorsed prior to the loss.

3. individual, blanket or group accident, disability or
hospitalization insurance; or
4. premises medical payments insurance.

13. Incurred while the insured auto is being leased or
rented to others,

In no event will an insured person be entitled to receive
duplicate payments for the Same element of loss.

14. Resulting from the use of a vehicle for snow removal.
00507R1017
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PART C - UNINSURED / UNDERINSURED MOTORIST
COVERAGE

(iii) the insured auto.
Accidents caUsed by a hit-and-run vehicle must be
reported to the police within a reaconable amount of
time after the occurrence. Furthermore, the insured
person or someone on his or her behalf must file
with us, within tntrty (30) days after the accident
with the hit-and-run vehicle, a statement under
oath, eueported by facts, that the insured person or
his or her legal representative has or the insured
person's heirs have a cause of action for damages,
arising out of the accident, against a person or
persons whose identity is unascertainable.

INSURING AGREEMENT - UNINSURED MOTORIST
COVERAGE AND UNDERINSURED MOTORIST
COVERAGE

in exchange for your premium _ payment, we wfll pay
dernege& except punitive or _exemplary damages, which an
insured person is legally entitled to recover from the owner
or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle or an
Underinsured motor vehicle because of:
1. bodily Injury; and

(d) insured by a bodily injury liability bond or policy at
the time of the accident, but The i^e""ar ric"Qe
coverage or refuses to admit coverage except
conditionally 'or with reservation or is or becomes
insolvent within one (1)year after the accident.

2. property damage (if indicated on the Declarations
Page)
caused by an accident and resulting from the ownership,
maintenance or use of the uninsured motor vehicle or
underinsured motor vehicle. However, underinsured
motor vehicle coverage does not apply to property
damage.

(a) an underinsured motor vehicle.
permission of the owner if there Is
(f) used without the
no bodily injury liability insurance or bond
applicable at tho time of the accident with respect
to the owner or operator.

A deductible of $100 applies to damage to property of each
insured person in any one accident.
A determination as to whether an insured person is legally
entitled to recover damages or the amount of damages shall
be made by agreement between the- insured person and
us. If no agreement is reached, either party may demand
arbitration.

With respect to coverage for property damage,"uninsured
motor vehicle" means a land motor vehicle which is:

If suit is brought to determine legal liability or damages
without our written consent, we are not bound by any
resulting judgment.

(b) insured by a property damage liability bond or
policy at the time of the accident, but the Insurer
denies coverage or refuses to admit coverage,
except conditionally or with reservation, or is or
becomes insolvent within one (1) year of the

(a) not insured by a property damage liability policy or
bond at the time of the accident.

No judgment for damages arising out of p suit brought
against the owner or operator of an
MOW
vehicle is binding on us unless we received reasonable
notice of the filing of the suit resulting in the judgment; and
had a reasonable opportunity to protect our interests in the
suit.

(c) insured by a property damage liability policy or
bond at the time of The accident, but the property
damage liability limit is less than the minimum limit
for liability required by the Financial Responsibility
Law of California.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS USED IN PART C ONLY

In addition with respect to coverage for property
damage:

As used in this Part:
1. "Insured person" means you. a relative, a listed
driver, or any other person occupying your insured
auto with your express or implied permission.

(a) the accident must involve actual. direct physical
contact between the Insured auto and the
uninsured motor vehicle; and

2. "Property damage" means injury tã .or destruction of
the insured auto. However, property damage" does
not include loss of use of the insured-auto or damage
to personal property contained in the insured auto.

(b) the owner or operator of the uninsured motor
vehicle must be identified or the uninsured motor
vehicle must be identified by its license number;
and

3. "Uninsured motor vehicle" means a motorized land
vehicle or trailer of any typo which is:

(c) the insured person or someone on his or her behalf
must have reported the accident to us within ten
ri h;Icirocc rintic• and

(a) not insured by a liability bond or policy at the time of
the accident.

(d)

(h) Insured by e bodily inlury liability, bond or policy at
the time of the accident, but The bodily injury
liability limit Is less than the minimum limit for liability
teduired by the Financial Responsibility Law of
California,

4. Uninsured motor vehicle does not include any vehicle
or equipment:
(a) owned by or furnished or available for the regular
use of you, a resident, a relative, or a listed
driver;

(c) a hit-and-run or phantom vehicle whose operator Or
owner cannot be identified and which hits:
(i) you, a relative or any listed driver; or

(b) operated on rails or crawler treads;

(ii) an auto which you, a relative or any listed
driver are occupying; or
00501R1017
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entitled to recover the amount of the payments for
property damage from the owner or operator of the
uninsured motor vehicle.

(c) designed mainly for use off public roads;
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(d) while located for use or being used as a residence
or premises;

accident, for damages as against a person or persons
whose identity is unascertainable.

(e) owned or operated by a self-insurer under any
applicable motor vehicle law, except a self-insurer
that has become insolvent; or

7. Resulting from the use of the insured auto by a person
specifically excluded by endorsement.
8, Who Is a regular operator of the Insured auto but is
not disclosed to US prior to the accident, and listed on
the Declarations Page.

(f) owned by a governmental unit or agency.
5. "Underinsured motor vehicle" means a land motor
vehicle or trailer of any type to which a bodily Injury
liability bond or policy applies at the time of the accident
but its limit for bodily injury liability is less than the
limits of liability of this coverage.

9. For bodily injury or property damage resulting from
the ownership, maintenance, or use of:
(a) any vehicle with more or less than four wheels;
(b) any vehicle designed mainly for use off public roads
except in a medical emergency:

6. "nee" of an uninsured motor vehicle or an
underinsured motor vehicle means that such vehicle
must be the main cause of the bodily injury or
property damage, as applicable. The bodily injury or
property damage must not merely occur while the
uninsured motor vehicle or underinsured motor
vehicle Is being used or operated. There must he en
actual and causal connection between the use or
operation of the uninsured motor vehicle or
underinsured motor vehicle and the bodily injury or
property damage. The bodily injury or property
damage must not be expected nor Intended from the
standpoint of the driver or a passenger of the uninsured
motor vehicle or underinsured mo-tor vehicle.

(c) any vehicle, other than the insured auto, which Is
owned by you or available for your regular use; or
(d) any vehicle, other than the insured auto, which in
owned by a relative or a resident, or regularly used
by a relative or resident or members of their
immediate families.
10. For property damage sustained by any person while
occupying or when struck by any vehicle owned by
you, any relative, any resident, or any listed driver
which is not insured for this coverage under this policy.
11. For property damage to a trailer of any type or any
vehicle, owned by you to which Collision Coverage
applies under this policy. This exclusion does not apply
to the extent of any deductible applicable to the
Collision Coverage.

EXCLUSIONS - PART C ONLY
READ THE FOLLOWING EXCLUSIONS CAREFULLY.
COVERAGE WILL NOT BE AFFORDED UNDER THIS
PART FOR ANY LOSS TO WHICH THE EXCLUSIONS
LISTED BELOW APPLY.
We do not provide Uninsured Motorist Coverage or
Underinsured Motorist Coverage for bodily Injury or
property damage sustained by any person:

12. For property damage to a motor vehicle not owned by
there Is valid and collectible
you to the extent
collision Coverage applicable to that damage under any
other policy.

1. If that person or his legal representative settles the
bodily Injury claim without our consent.

13. For punitive er exemplary damages awarded as a
punishment or deterrent.

2, While occupying the insured auto when it is being
used to parry persons or property for a charge or
consideration, Including_ magazines. newspapers, food
or any other product. The exclusion described in this
paragraph does not apply to shared-expense car pools
or to your use of a vehicle in the performance of
volunteer services for a nonprofit charitahle organization
or governmental agency by providing social. service
transportation, as defined under California law.
However, you must only be reimbursed for the actual
Mileage driven in the performance of those services and
not receive any other remuneration. This exclusion also
does not apply to your use of the insured auto in the
performance of any in-home supportive services as
described in Article 7 (commencing with Section 12300)
of Chapter 3 of
3 of rmitc"^ 9 of the rselife—ie
Welfare and Institutions Code.
3. While using e vehicle without the owner's express or
implied permission or outside the scope of the owner's
express or implied permission,

14. For any loss sustained while a vehicle is used to
transport nursery or school children, migrant workers, or
hotel/motel guests. This exclusion does not apply to
your children or children engaged in a car pool
arrangement with you,
15. While the insured auto Is used in, or in preparation for.
any race, speed or performance contest, or while the
Insured auto Is located Inside a facility designed for
such events.
16. For diminution of value of the insured auto.
1 7. Resulting from the ownership, maintenance or use of an
autonomous vehicle.
LIMITS OF LIABILITY - PART C ONLY
The limits of liability shown on the Declarations Page apply
subject to the following:

4. So as to apply directly or indirectly to the benefit of any
insurer or self-insurer under any workers' compensation
law, disability law, or any similar law.
5. Resulting from the use of any vehicle for racing.

1. Regardless of the number of vehicles insured, only one.
of [he limits of liability for this coverage shown on the
Declarations Page shall be the total limit of our liability
to each person.

6. Who does npt report the accident to the police within
twenty-four (24) hours if a hit-and-run vehicle is
involved and if within thirty (30) days has failed to
provide a statement under oath, supported by facts, that
such person has a cause of action, arising out of the

2. The limit Of liability for this coverage shown on the
Declarations Page for each person is the maximum we
will pay as damages for bodily injury, including
damages for derivative claims, to any one person in any
One accident.

00507R1017
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3. Subject to the limit for each person, the limit of liability
for this coverage shown on the Declarations Page for
each accident is the maximum we will pay as damages
for bodily InjUty, including damages for derivative
claims, to two or more persons in ahy one accident.
4. Our maximum limit of all damages for property damage
resulting from any one accident shall be the lesser of
the amount shown on the Declarations Page or the
actual cash value of the insured auto. An adjustment
for depreciation and/or betterment will be made in
determining actual cash value at the time of loss. If
Collision Coverage applies to any auto you own. Our
limit of liability shall not exceed the deductible
applicable to such coverage.
We may pay for the loss in money, or repair or replace
the damaged or stolen property. We may repair the
insured auto using either aftermarket parts or recycled
used parts, whichever is deemed to be less expensive
by us. If applicable, we will take a deduction for
depreciation and/or betterment. We may, at any time
before the loss is paid or the property is replaced, return
at our expense any property either to you or to the
address shown on the Declarations page, with payment
for any resulting damage. We may keep all or part of
the property at the agreed or appraised value. You do
not have the right to abandon salvage to us. We may
settle any claim for loss either with you, or with the
owner of the property. Payment for loss Is required
only if you have fully complied with the terms of this
policy.
Notwithstanding any provision In this policy to the contrary, if
we have issued more than
to
or if we cover
more than one auto under this policy, the total limit of our
liability under all policies or coverages issued to you shall
not exceed the highest limit of liability under any one
selected by you, to apply to any one accident or claim.
We will pay no more than these maximum amounts
regardless of the number of:
1. vehicles or premiums shown in the Declarations Page;
2. insured persons;
3. claims:
4. claimants;
5. policies; or
6. vehicles involved in the accident.
In no event shall the limits of liability for two or more motor
anhietes or two or 'es—, policies ha st.ded together,
combined or stacked to determine the limit of
uninsured/underinsured motorist coverage available to an
insured person.
No one will be entitled to receive duplicate payments for the
same elements of loss under this coverage.
Any amounts otherwise payable for damages under this Part
shall be reduced by all sums:
1. Paid because of the bodily injury by or on behalf of
persons, who cr organizatinns Which may be legally
reSPOnaible, This includes all sums paid under Part A of
this policy.

Part 13 of this policy.
3. Paid or payable because of the bodily injury under any
workers compensation law or disability benefits law or
similar law; and
4. Paid or payable under any property insurance policy,
With respect to Coverage for an underinsured motor
vehicle, the limits of liability and the damages shall be
reduced by all sums paid because of the bodily Injury by or
on behalf of persons who or organizations which May be
legally responsible. This includes all sums pald under Part A
- Liability Coverage of this policy.
OTHER INSURANCE.PART C ONLY
If there is other applicable uninsured or underinsured
motorists insurance that covers a loss under an insurance
policy not issued by us, we will pay our proportionate share
of that loss. Our share is the, proportion our limits of liability
bear to the total of all applicable limits. We will pay our
proportionate share of damages and reasonable and
necessary attorney fees and costs as our limit of liability
bears to the total of all applicable liability limits.
However any uninsured or underinsured motorists coverage
we provide shall be excess over any other collectible
uninsured or underinsured motorists Insurance while you, a
relative, or a listed driver are occupying any vehicle that
is not the insured auto and will apply only in the amount
our limit of liability exceeds the sum of the _applicable limits
of liability of all other applicable Insurance. We will pay only
after all other applicable limits have been paid.
Moreover, nothing, in this Other Insurance - Part C Only
is meant to modify or amend any of the terms in
C Only
the
of
of
including those provisions reducing, limiting and eliminating
coverage in specified circumstances.
ARBITRATION - PART C ONLY
In the event that you or we have a dispute as to whether
you are entitled to recover dama.ges from the owner or
driver of the uninsured motor vehicle, or as tothe amount
of damages you are entitled to recover, arbitration pursuant
to sections 11580.2 and 11580.26 of the California
Insurance Code will be the sole remedy. Upon written
request from either you or us, the parties will select a single
neutral arbitrator. You or we agree to abide by the decision
of the arbitrator as the first, last and only judge of such
disputes. The decision of the arbitrator will be binding as to
whether the insured person is entitled to recover damages
and if so, the amount of the damages.
Unless the parties agree otherwise, arbitration will take place
in the county where you live. Local court rules governing
procedures and evidence will apply. Each party will pay the
°seas. it incurs and bear tkel ov"oncav of 'tho arbitrator
equally.
As a part of our claims handling procedures, we may use
software that is designed to evaluate bodily injury under
this section of the policy.
TRUST AGREEMENT
If we pay you for a loss under this coverage:
'I. We are entitled to recover from you an amount equal to
such payment if there Is a legal settlement made or a
judgment paid on your behalf with or against any person
or organization legally responsible for the bodily injury.

2. Paid or payable for Medical Payments Coverage under
00507R1017
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2. You must hold in trust for us all rights to recover money
which you have against the person or organization
legally responsible for bodily injury.
3. You must do everything reasonable to secure our rights
and do nothing to prejudice these rights.
4. If we ask you, you must take, necessary or appropriate
action through a representative designated by us, to
recover payment as damages from the responsible
person or organization.

auto.
4. "Custom or additional equipment" means any
permanently installed equipment which was not installed
at the original manufacturer when the vehicle was new.
Equipment installed or alterations made by conversion
facilities to an auto or camper are not considered
standard equipment.
EXCLUSIONS - PART D ONLY

5. You must execute and deliver to us any legal instrument
or papers necessary to secure the rights and obligations
of you and us as established here.

READ THE FOLLOWING EXCLUSIONS CAREFULLY.
COVERAGE WILL NOT BE AFFORDED UNDER THIS
PART FOR ANY LOSS TO WHICH THE EXCLUSIONS
LISTED BELOW APPLY.

6, An Insured person under this coverage must do
nothing before or after a loss to prejudice our rights of
recovery from any uninsured wrongdoer.

We do not cover loss:

PART 0- COVERAGE FOR DAMAGE TO THE INSURED
AUTO

2. Covered by a nuclear energy liability policy, even if the
limits of that policy are exhausted.

INSURING AGREEMENT

3. That results from the ownership, maintenance, or use of
the Insured auto while used to transport persons or
property for a fee or compensation. This exclusion does
not apply to shared-expense car pools or to your use of
a vehicle in the perforniance of volunteer services for a
nonprofit charitable organization or governmental
agency by providing social service transportation, as
defined under California law. However, you must only
be reimbursed for the actual mileage driven In the
performance of these services and not receive any other
remuneration. This exclusion also does not apply to
your use of the insured auto in the performance of any
in-home supportive services as doscnbed in Article 7
(commencing with Section 12300)of Chapter 3 of Part 3
of
of
Code.

If the Declarations Page shows a premium charged for car
damage not caused by collision coverage, we will pay for
direct and accidental car damage not caused by collision
loss to the insured auto. including its factory-installed
equipment, less any applicable deductible for each
separate loss.
If the Declarations Page shows a premium charged for car
damage caused by collision coverage, we will Pay for direct
and accidental loss to the insured auto, including its
factory:installed equipment caused by collision, less any
applicable deductible for each separate loss.
ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS USED IN PART0 ONLY
1. "Collision" means loss caused by the insured auto's
upset or overturn, or sudden impact with another object.
2. "Not caused by collision" means loss to the insured
aUto caused by an event other than collision, Not
caused by collision loss includes. but is not limited to,
loss caused by missiles, falling objects, fire, theft or
larceny, explosion, earthquake, volcanic activity,
windstorm, hail, water, flood, malicious mischief or
vandalism, not or civil commotion, contact with a bird or
animal, or breakage of glass. If breakage of glass
results from collision, you may elect to have it treated
as loss caused by collision.
3, 'The insured auto" shall also mean an auto not owned
by or furnished or available for the regular use of you, A
relative or a listed driver while being used with the
express or implied permission of the owner. However,

1. That results from nuclear reactions, radiation, or fallout.

4, To the insured auto while it is rented or leased to
others.
5. To clothes, tools, or other personal effects.
6.

To property you, a relative or a listed driver rents,
uses, or has charge of, including loss of its use. This
does not apply to a rental vehicle subject to the
definition of insured auto as used in this Part.

7.

To any vehicle other than one with four wheels unless
specifically listed on the Declarations Page.

8.

Resulting from the use of any vehicle in any racing
event or off-road recreational activity.

a.

To any vehicle resulting from your employment by, or
ownership of, any auto business.

10. Resulting from the ownership, maintenance, or use of a
vehicle while a person is engaged in any business
activity other than auto business activities. This
exclusion does not apply If business use of the
Insured auto has been declared and a premium paid
pnor to the loss.

r•ntior-iirta •Indor thic Dort r4rtoe nrkt vrwthr

(a) to any auto driven outside the United States of
America; or
(b) to compensate any party for loss of use or rental
value: or

1 1. To the Insured auto for any damage resulting from the
ownership, maintenance or use of a vehicle for
wholesale or retail delivery.

(c) to any rental vehicle used in any business.
including an auto business; or

12. Resulting from the use of the insured auto for snow
removal.

(d) to any auto that is rented for a period in excess of
fourteen (14)consecutive calendar days unless you
selected 'rental reimbursement coverage, and the
Declarations Page shows a premium charged for
this coverage and we provided the rented auto or
trailer because of a covered loss to the insured
00507R1017
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14. Caused to a camper body or trailer not described on
the Declarations Page.
15. To TV antennas, awnings, cabanas, refrigeration,
cooking equipment and any equipment used for
sleeping or equipment designed to provide additional
living faCilities.
16. Resulting from prior loss or damage; manufacturer's
defects; wear and tear; freezing; mechanical or
electrical breakdown or failure; or road damage to tires.
However, coverage does apply if the loss is the result
of other loss covered by this policy.
17. To damages arising out of the use of custom or
limited to,
additional equipment °"^h as, h"/
suspension, engines, motors, any fuel management
systems and exhaust systems.
18. To any custom or additional equipment. This
exclusion does not •apply to the extent that coverage is
provided in "Limits of Liability Part D.
19. To winches, utility boxes, or tool boxes.
20. To custom paint, murals, decals or graphics; special
carpeting or furnishings: sunroofs, moon roofs, (-bar
roofs or beight extending roofs: bubble domes or similar
windows.
21. To tapes, compact discs, records, cassettes, or similar
recording or recorded media Used with sound
equipment, including any cases or other containers used
In storing or carrying such items.
22. To any electronic equipment, including but not limited to:
antennas, and other devices used exclusively or
primanly to Send or receive audio, visual, or data
signals, or to
back recorded
equipment or device is not permanently installed in the
insured auto by the vehicle manufacturer or dealer and
specified as original equipment by the vehicle
manufacturer.
23. To sound receiving or transmitting equipment designed
for use as citizen band radios, two-way mobile radios,
televisions not permanently installed in the insured auto
by the vehicle manufacturer or dealer and specified as
original equipment by the vehicle manufacturer, VCRs,
telephones not originally installed by the original make
.and model vehicle manufacturer or dealer.
24, Horne high fidelity equipment, scanning monitor
receivers, radar or laser detectors, or any other
detection equipment for speed-measuring devices, or
any,accessories or antennas .to any of these types of
equipment.
25. To the insured auto while in the care, custody, or
control of any person for the purpose of selling the
;nal wort

26. Caused intentionally by, or at the direction of you, a
relative, a listed driver, or anyone using the insured
auto with your express or implied permission and within
the scope of such permission.
27. To the insured auto caused by or resulting from your
acquiring an auto from the seller without legal titles
available to you.
28. To the insured auto while being operated by a person
or persons specifically excluded by endorsement.
29. To any vehicle that is subject to bailment, lease,
conditional sale or consignment agreement not
specifically declared and clescnbed in this policy.
00507R1017

30. Caused to the insured auto when it Is driven, pperated
or used with your express or implied permission by a
person who at the time of the loss:
(a) Is under the minimum age to obtain legal authority to
drive; or

(b) does not have a valid driver's license,
31. Caused to the insured auto when it is driven, operated,
or used by any person who resides in your household or
Is a regular operator of the Insured auto and such
person Is not listed or endorsed on the policy prior to
loss.

32. Arising out of or due to the use of the vehicle for
tr,nr.enrirtotinn of any ovnInc.;tro cithcl-arteNta

flammable

liquid or similarly hazardous materials, except
transportation Incidental to your ordinary household
activities,
33 Due to confiscation or destruction by governmental or
civil authorities.
34_ To paint or discoloration of paint resulting from acid rain.
smoke, smog, chemicals, salt, tree sap,or animal or bird
droppings unless such loss is a direct result of collision
or vandalism.
35_ While the Insured auto is being used in the commission
of a crime. This exclusion applies only while the
insured auto Is being used by you, a relative, a listed
driver, or anyone with your express or implied
permission.
36. To the insured auto, non-owned auto or trailer for
diminution of value.
37. To any.loss toanon-owned auto for car damage not
38. Caused by the theft or conversion of the insured auto
by a person to whom you have voluntarily entrusted the
Insured auto. This exclusion does not apply when the
insured auto Is stolen from the person to whom you
loaned the auto, if the theft Is reported to the police
within 24 hours of the loss.
39. To the insured auto to which damage is caused or
arises from the addition of Custom or Special
Equipment,
40_ To a rental vehicle rented by you, a relative or a listed
driver if rental vehicle company is precluded from
recovering such loss from you, a relative or a listed
driver pursuant to the provisions of any applicable rental
agreement or state law.
41. To any rental vehicle or substitute auto when used by
you, a relative or a listed driver without the owner's
express or implied permission or outside the scope of
ti1 ^,A11-101•4C rkarrr1;CC4Nr1
42_ To any autonomous vehicle.
LIMITS OF LIABILITY - PART 0 ONLY
Our limits of liability for loss shall not exceed the lesser of:
1. the actual cash value of the stolen or damaged
property, at the time of loss; or
2. he amount necessary to repair or replace the property
to Its physical condition at the time of loss using pads
produced by or for the vehicle's manufacturer or parts
from other sources including, but not limited to,
aftermarket parts, as specified in Payment of Loss Part D Only.
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All claims submitted under this Part shall be subject to the
.applicable deductibles shown on the Declarations Page.
Any applicable deductible amount and salvage value, if you
retain the salvage Is subtracted from all loss payments.
If we, at our option elect to pay for the cost to repair or
replace the property or pad, our liability does not 'include
any diminution of value, however measured, resulting from
the loss and/or repair or replacement. If repair or
replacement results in the betterment of the property Or
part, we will not pay for the betterment.
In the event that the coverage applies to a vehicle you do
not own, our liability is limited to the highest actual ecash
value of the auto described on the Declarations Page for
which coverage under this Part has been purchased. If
nnev-cs th,
an nno aisIn chnl"n nri f1-$co rlarlariirtree anirses is
insured under this Part of the policy, then our limit of liability
shall not exceed the actual cash value of the
highest-valued auto shown on the Declarations Page.

may settle any claim for loss either with you, or with the
owner of the property. Payment for loss Is required only if
you have hilly complied with the terms of this policy
PROOF OF LOSS
You must file written proof of loss within 60 days from the
date we request it or there will be no coverage under this
Part.
OTHER INSURANCE - PART D ONLY
If other insurance applies to a loss covered under this Part,
is the
of the loss. Our
will pay only our
prorated amount of our limit of liability compared to all
available limits of liability.

If loss to the insured auto Is also payable under the liability
coverage of another policy issued by us, we will pay for
suchs,damege or loss only once, either under this policy or
under the liability section of the other policy.

Insurance afforded under this Part of the policy for an auto
you do not own will be excess over any other applicable
coverage or insurance whether collected or not.

Custom or additional equipment is covered subject to a
maximum limit of $1000 unless the value has been reported
to us prior to the loss and a premium hasbeen paid for the
custom or additional equipment coverage as shown on
the Declarations Page. Our limit of liability for this
equipment shall be the lesser of:

NO BENEFIT TO BAILEE

1. the actual cash value of the stolen or damaged
property at the time of loss; or
2. the declared value_
WAIVER OF COLLISION DEDUCTIBLE
If Part C - Uninsured Motorist is applicable to this policy and
there is a loss to the insured auto insured for collision
coverage, no deductible will apply if the loss is caused by
an uninsured motor vehicle as that term is defined in Part
C - Uninsured Motorist_
APPRAISAL - PART D ONLY
You or we may demand appraisal of the loss. Both parties
will be bound by the results of the appraisal. Each party will
appoint and pay a competent disinterested appraiser and will
equally share other appraisal expenses. Each appraiser will
state separately the actual cash value and the amount of
loss. If the appraisers fait to agree, they will select an
umpire and submit their differences to the umpire. If the
appraisers cannot agree on an umpire, either may request
that a judge of a court having jurisdiction make selection. An
award in writing by any two of these three will determine the
amount payable, subject to the terms of this policy, Attorney
fees sssiinrI ho ronwriorl as appraisal cvvnonvor 1Alo do nni
waive any rights by agreeing to an appraisal.

This coverage shall not directly or indirectly benefit any
person, organization, group, or other bailee caring for or
handling property for a lee or compensation.
ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS
If the loss is caused by a total theft of the insured auto, we
will pay, without application of a deductible, up to a
maximum of $600, for temporary transportation expenses
not exceeding $20 per day incurred by you in the event of a
Ince to *he incbtr•arl

u ii..

/1/45 wit]

^rate nvniaricae

incurred during the period beginning 48 hours after the theft
has been reported to the police and ending when the
insured auto is returned to use or we pay for its loss. We
will pay for such expenses only li the !Declarations Page
indicates that car damage not caused by collision
coverage is provided for that auto under this Pad.
Our payment will be limited to that period of time reasonably
required to repair or replace the insured auto.
This coverage is limited only to temporary transportation
expenses incurred for a vehicle rented from a coMmercially
licensed rental agency, or taxi or public transportation toll.
Any person seeking coverage must present to us verifiable
receipts for actual expenses incurred.
CAR STORAGE COVERAGE
We will pay up to a reasonable and customary daily rate for
the cost of storage of the insured auto In the event of a
loss to the insured auto for which coverage is provided
under this Part.
TOWING AND LABOR COVERAGE

PAYMENT OF LOSS - PART D ONLY
We may pay for the loss in money, or repair or replace the
damaged or stolen property. We may repair the insured
auto using either aftermarket parts or recycled used parts,.
whichever is deemed to be less expensive by us, If
applicable, we will take a deduction for depreciation andfor
betterment. We may, at any time before the loss Is paid or
the property is replaced, return at our expense any property
•either to you or to the address shown on the Declarations
Page, with payment for any resulting damage, We may keep
all or part of the property at the agreed or appraised value.
You do not have the right to abandon salvage to us. We
00507R1017

If the Declarations Page shows a specific premium charged
for Towing and Labor Coverage, we will pay up to the limits
shown on the Declarations Page for towing and labor costs
incurred each time the insured auto Is disabled, which does
not include its running out of gas. We will cover labor, not
including emergency locksmith repair, only if performed at
the place of disablement. You agree to provide us with proof
in the form of verifiable receipts of towing and labor charges
incurred.
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ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE COVERAGE
If the Declarations Page indicates that Roadside
Assistance Coverage is afforded and In consideration of an
additional premium paid by you, we will afford coverage only
If all disablements are reported to us through our 24-Hour
Roadside Assistance toll free phone number prior to
obtaining assistance for the insured auto.
We will pay for en authorized service representative to
provide:

6. towing or storage related to confiscation by
governmental authorities because of use in illegal
activities, impoundment, abandonment, illegal parking or
other violations of the law;
7. assistance with jacks, airbags or levelers;
8. towing from or labor performed at a garage, service
station or repair shop;
9. car storage charges;

1. emergency towing to the nearest qualified repair facility,
due to disablement of the insured auto; and

10. a second service call or tow for a single disablement;

2. incidental labor costs incurred because of disablement
of the insured auto. Labor must be ^art^r—spd at the
time and place of disablement.

11. disablamnni that occurs off public roads, or roads not
regularly maintained, sand beaches, open ficMc' or other
areas designed as not passable;

lithe Insured auto Is towed to any place other than the
nearest qualified repair facility, you will be responsible for
any additional charges Incurred. if emergency towing and/or
labor Is. provided by a service provider which is not one of
our authorized service representatives we will pay only
reasonable charges, as determined by us, for emergency
towing to the nearest qualified repair facility due to
disablement of the insured auto; and/or incidental labor
costs performed at the time and place of disablement
incurred because of disablement of the insured auto.

12. assistance with snow tires or chains;

Any reimbursement expense you apply for due to
assistance for a covered emergency by an unauthorized
service provider will be excess over any other collectible
Insurance or towing and labor coverage.
ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS USED IN THIS PART ONLY
1. For the purpose of Roadside Assistance Coverage,"the
Insured auto"
the vehicle described in •
Declarations Page and for which specific premium is
charged for this coverage.
2. Disabled or Disablement means that the insured auto
cannot move due to a covered emergency.
3. Covered Emergency means:
a. mechanical or electrical breakdown

13. deflated tire repair;
14. disablement of the insured auto caused intentionally
by or at the direction of you, a relative, a listed driver
or anyone operating the Insured auto with your, a
relative's or a listed driver's permission.
15. more than 2 service calls In a consecutive six month
period for the insured auto.
16. damage or disablement due to fire, flood or vandalism.
17_ disablement that Is a result of the Insured auto used in
any racing, or track event, driver education or timed
event.
18. a covered emergency when the insured auto has not
been repaired or condition corrected from the most
emergency of the same type. For
recent
example, if your previous covered emergency was for
battery failure, and you did not repair the battery or
electrical problem, we will not provide assistance.
19. towing costs or labor if the insured auto becomes
disabled at its principal garaging location.
20. the Insured auto if at the lime of disablement, it is
being operated by a driver excluded from coverage
under your policy with us.

b. battery failure
c. insufficient supply of fuel, oil, water or other fluid

PART E - GENERAL PROVISIONS

d. flat tire

POLICY PERIOD & TERRITORY

e. lock-out; or

This policy shall become effective on the date and time
shown on the Declarations Page at the address shown on
the Declarations Page. The policy will expire on the date
and time specified onlhe Declarations Page at the address
shown on the Declarations Page, unless terminated
sooner.

f.

entrapment in snow, mud, water or sand.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE COVERAGE EXCLUSIONS
We do not provide Roadside Assistance Coverage for:
1. a trailer;
2. the cost of purchasing parts. fluid, lubricants, fuel or
replacement keys;
3. the cost of the labor to make replacement keys;
4. installation of products or material not related to the
disablement or any labor not related to the
disablement;
5. labor on the insured auto for any time period in excess
of 60 minutes per disablement;
00507R1017

This policy applies only to accidents and losses that °CCM
during the policy period shown on the Declarations Page
and within the United States of America and Canada.
If you owe us any premium on your expired or expiring
policy, these funds must be paid before your policy will be
renewed by us. Any payment sent by, you will first be used
to pay any balance owed on the expired or expiring policy,
and any remainder of such payment will be applied to the
renewal premium.
PREMIUM CHANGES
The premium for this policy Is based on information we have
14
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received from you and other sources.
You agree:

solely because of the age, race, color, religion, sex, national
origin or ancestry of anyone who is an insured person.

1. that if you provide incorrect or incomplete Information,
or if any information material to calculating the policy
premium chaeges, we may adjust the premium
accordingly during the policy period;

You may cancel this policy by returning it to us or an
authorized agent or by advising us in writing as to when the
cancellation is to be effective at a future date.

2. to cooperate with i In Otermining if this information is
correct and complete, and to advise us of changes in
this information within 14 days of the change; and

We may cancel this policy by mailing notice to you at the
address shewn On the Declarations Page or by delivering
the notice to you. We may cancel this policy only for the
following reasons:

3. that the return premium will be calculated on the basis of
the correct premium, if this policy is cancelled.

1. Nonpayment of premium, in which event we will give
you at least ten (10)days' notice;

Any adjustment of your premium will be made using the
rules in effect at the time of the change.

2. If you, any relative, any resident, any listed driver, or
any other person who customarily operates the Insured
auto has had his or her license under suspension or
revocation during the 180 days prior to the renewal date
of the policy, if renewed, or during the policy period, in
w hich event we will give you at least twenty (20) days'
notice;

Premium adjustment may be made as the result of a change
in:
1. any auto insured by the policy including changes in use;
2. coverages or coverage limits;
3. garaging address;
4. eligibility for discounts or other premium credits;
5. disclosed or excluded drivers; and
6. any other rating criteria permitted by law
COVERAGE CHANGES
We my revise your policy coverages to provide more
protection without additional premium charge. If we do this
and you have the coverage, which
your
will automatically provide the additional coverage as of the
date the revision is effective. Otherwise, this policy, the
application, the endorsements, the Declarations Page and
all attachments contain all of the coverage agreements
between you and us. Its terms may not be changed or
waived except by an endorsement issued by us.

3. Discovery of fraud by the named insured in pursuing a
claim under the policy in which event we will give you at
least twenty (20)days notice. However, we may choose
to rescind the policy based on fraud rattier than
canceling.
4. For substantial increase In the hazard inaured against, In
which event we will give you at least twenty (20) days'
notice: or
5. Discovery of material misrepresentation of any of the
following information concerning you, any relative, any
resideni any listed driver or any other person who
customarily operates the insured auto:
(a) safety record;
(b) annual miles driven in prior years;
(c) number of years of driving experience;
(d) record of prior automobile insurance claims, if any;
Or

(e) any other factor that has a substantial relationship to
the risk of the loss;

PREMIUM PAYMENT
Premium payment means the actual receipt of cash funds
by us. We provide coverage for each policy term only on
condition that the initial premium payment arid subsequent
Installment payments for that policy term are paid. You have
not paid the initial premium or any installment payment if
you give us a check or a credit card or an electronic funds
transfer that is not honored at first presentation by the
financial institution upon which It is drawn.
You have not paid a down payment premium if you give us
a check or a credit card or an electronic funds transfer that
Is not honored at first presentation by the financial institution
upon which it is drawn; this policy shall he void from the
inception of the policy term and no coverage will exist,
regardless of whether the policy has been Issued
If you receive a cancellation notice from us, referencing a
regular installment payment and Informing you that your
premium payment to us was returned unpaid. you must
provide a replacement payment to us by means of either a
cashier's check or money order. If payment is timely made
In such a fashion by the due date noted on the cancellation
notice, thee your policy will remain active and in force.

in which event we will give you at least twenty (20) days'
notice.
Any insured person who negligently misrepresents
information described in this paragraph may avoid
cancellation by furnishing corrected information to us within
twenty (20) days after receiving notice of Cancellation and
agreeing to. pay any difference in premium for the policy
period in which the information remained undisclosed.
We will mail to you at the address shown on the
Declarations Page or deliver to you notice of nanrenewal
not less than thlrly (30) days before the end of the policy
period, if we decide not to renew or continue this policy.
Proof of mailing is sufficient proof of notice. Mailing is
equivalent to delivery.

CANCELLATION AND NONRENEWAL

Upon cancellation you may be entitled to a premium refund.
If scs, we will send it to you but our offer of a refund is not a
condition of cancellation. If you cancel, the refund will be
computed in accordance with our customary cancellation
procedure. If we cancel, the refund will be computed on a
pro-rata basis. The effective date of cancellation stated in a
notice is the end of the policy period.

We will not cancel, non-renew or discontinue your policy

This policy will automatically terminate at the end of the

00507R1017
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current policy period if you or your representative does not
accept our offer to renew or continue it. Your failure to pay
the required continuation or renewal premium when due
means that you have declined our offer.

LOSS PAYABLE CLAUSE

TWO OR MORE AUTO POLICIES

We will pay coVered claims due under this policy according
to your interest and that of the loss payee If one Is shown on
the Declarations Page at the time of loss. We will make
separate payments according to those interests:

If this policy and any other auto insurance policy issued to
you, a relative, a, listed driver, ,Or any 'other person
occupying your insured auto with your exprest Or 'replied
errnission by us apply to the Same aCCIdent, the maximum
limit of our liability under ail the policies shall not exceed the
highest applicable limit of liability under any one policy, even
though separate premiums have been paid.

We will not pay you or the loss payeo if the claim it covered
under this policy but • denied due to conversion;
misrepresentation.
embezzlement, secretion, fraud,
concealment or intentional damage committed by at the
direction of, or with the knowledge or acquiescence of an
insured person or an insured person's resident Or
relative.

SUITS AGAINST US
We may not be sued unless there Is full compliance with all
terms of this policy. We may not be sued under Part A Of
this policy Until the obligation Of an insured to pay is finally
determined either by judgment against the insured or by
written agreement of the insured, the claimant, and us. No
one shall have any right to make us a party to a suit to
determine the liability et an insured.

We will pay the loss payee, but not you if the claim is
covered under this policy but denied because you have
violated a condition or cibly owed in case of an accident Or
loss as long as the denial was not due, in whole or in part,
fraud,
secretion,
embezzlement,
conversion,
to
misrepresentation, concealment or intentional damage
committed by, at the direction of, or with the knowledge or
acckuieseente of an insured person or an insured person's
resident or relative.
PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

TRANSFER OF YOUR INTEREST IN THIS POLICY
interest in this policy may not t:ie assigned or transferred
without our wntten consent. However, you die, coverage
will be provided until the end of the policy period for;

This insurance shall not ei)ply to punitive or exemplary
damages. We will not provide any defence, or pay for any
claim, settlement, judgment, or other award .of punitive or
exemplary damages under any Part of this policy.

1. any person specifically named as an operator on the
Declarations Page; and

TERMS OF POLICY CONFORMED TO STATUTES

2. the legal representative of the deceased person while
acting within the scope. of his or her duties as a legal
representative: lithe insured auto is sold, coverage will
terminate as to that auto when the buyer takes
possession of the auto and will not transfer to the new
owner.
BANKRUPTCY
An insured person's bankruptcy or insolvency will not
relieve us of any obligation under this policy.
OUR RECOVERY RIGHTS
If we make a payment ender this policy and the person
receiving payment is entitled to recover from another, we
are entitled to those same rights of recovery to the extent of
our payment regardless Of whether the total amount paid to
that person is less than the actual loss suffered by that
person. You and anyone we cover must sign and deliver to
us any legal papers relating to that recovery, do whatever
else Is necessary to help us exercise our rights and do
When a person has been paid by us under this policy and
also recovers from another, the amount recovered from the
other shall be held by that person In trust for us and
reimbursed to us to the extent of oUr payment, regardless of
whether the total amount paid to that person is less than the
actual loss suffered by that person.
If an insured person or organization receives recovery from
a responsible party without our written consent, the insured
*person or organization's right to payment under any affected
coVerageS of this policy will no longer exist.
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Terms of this policy that conflict with the statutes of the
State in which we issue this policy are hereby amended to

FRAUD AND MISREPRESENTATION
The statements made by you in the application are
deemed to be representations. If any representation
contained in the application Is false, misleading, or
rriatelially affects the acceptance or rating of the risk by us,
by either direct misrepresentation, omission, concealment of
facts, or incerrect statements, this policy will be void from.its
inception.
If any representation contained in any notification of change
Is false, misleading. or materially affects the acceptance or
rating of the risk by us, by either direct misrepresentation,
omission, concealment of facts, or incorrect statement, this
policy will be void from the effective date of the change.
This provision shall also apply to misstatements of use and
omissions of fact. We do not provide Coverage for any
Insured person who has concealed or misrepresented any
fact or committed or attempted fr=,,ri in connection
with any accident or loss for which coverage is sought
under this policy.
We may ,void this policy or deny coverage for fraud or
misrepresentation even after the occurrence of an accident
or loss. This means that we will not be liable for any claims
or damages that would otherwise be covered.
if we aIe not permitted to void this policy, any first-party
claims will be reduced by the amount of any additional
premium owed to us. Any payments made by us as the
result of your fraud or misrepresentation may be recovered
from you, or from any payments due or made to you under
any first party coverage provided by this policy.
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-RESCISSION
We retail? le right 10 Void this Miley from its beginning if we
receive a down payment that is returned unpaid for any
reason._Coverage under this,policy Is contingent upon us
receiving 'full, final and complete payment of the .clown

This policy is signed on behalf of Infinity Insurance Company
by our President and Secretary, and is countersigned on the
Declarations Page, if necessary,
by our authorized
_
_
'
representative.

payment of the premium, and we will not cover loses of

any kind that occur after the inception of the policy if your
down payment is returned unpaid.
,
We reserve the right to void thls policy from its beginning if
we determine that you have provided incomplete, inaccurate
Or false information in your application.

President

POLLUTION EXCLUSION
As used in this Exclusion, "Pollutants" include but are not
limited teeny solid, liquid, gaseous, or thermal substance,
irritant, or contaminant including but not limited to smoke,
.vapor; seat, fumes, acids, alkalis, toxic Chemicals, and
waste. Waste includes but Is not limited to materials that
May be recycled, reconditioned,or reclaimed, whether or not.
known to contain pollutants or result in environmental
damages

Secretary

It is agreed that this insurance does not provide coverage for
bodily Injury or property damage arising out of, or
resulting from, the intentional or unintentional, actual,,
alleged; or threatened discharge, release, dispersal,
seepage, or escape of. pollutants
. property:
. „ _ contained .in any
1. transported by, towed by, loaded into, or unloaded from
the insured auto;
2. otherwise in the course of transit;
3. stored, disposed pf, treated, or processed in pr upon the
Insured auto
(a) the pollutants are emitted directly from an auto part'
designed by Its manufacturer to'hold, store, receive,
or dispose of such pollutants;
(b) the' bodily injury or property &Maw do-ds: not
arise out of the operation et any equipment or
device mounted on an auto chassis or used to raise
or lower workers; and
(c) the bodily injury or property damage does not
arise out of the operation of any air compressors,
and generators,.including sproying,. welding,
building cleaning, geophysical explorotion, lighting
or Well servicing equipment.

s.

4. thntaiiiing the pollutants before or after the pollutants
are moved from -the place of acceptance, delivery,
disposal, or abandonment,.for movement into, onto, or
from the insured auto. This exclusion does not apply if:
(a) the pollutants or any property in which they are
• contained are upset, overturned, or damaged as a
result. of the maintenance-or use of
insured
auto; or
(b) the.disCharge, diStiersal, release, or etcaPe of the•
pollutants Is caused directly by such upset,
overturn, or-damage.
It is agreed that this insurance C1,0gS not provide coverage for
any loss, cost, liability, or expense arising Out of any judicial,
administrative, or other govern-Mental order, direction, or
request that you test for, monitor, clean up,. remove,
contain, treat,. detoxify, or neutralize' pollutants pr.
.environmental damage.

00507R1017
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THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENT APPLIES ONLY IF
FORM NUMBER 03137R0410 APPEARS ON THE POLICY
DECLARATION.

Exclusion 11. In Part A - LIABILITY is deleted in its entirety.

NAMED DRIVER NON•OWNER COVERAGE

AMENDMENT 7.

AGREEMENT

Terms and conditions of this endorsement and California
statutes also apply to Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist
Coverage - Part C.

If you purchase a Named Driver Non-Owner policy, it is
agreed that the policy is amended as follows:

AMENDMENT 6.

03137R0410
AMENDMENT 1.
The Liability Coverage Insunng Agreement used in Part A Liability Is deleted In its entirety and replaced by the
following:
We will pay damages except for punitive or exemplary
damages, for which an insured person is legally liable
because of bodily Injury or properly damage resulting
from the use of the Insured auto, The bodily injury or
property damage must not be expected nor intended from
the standpoint of the insured person.
We will defend any suit or settle any claim for damages as
we think appropriate. We will not defend or settle after our
limit of liability has been paid. We have no duty to defend
any suit et Settle any claim for bodily injury or property
damage not covered under this policy.
AMENDMENT 2.
The following definitions replace those found in the section
titled Definitions used Throughout this Policy:
"You" and "your mean only the individual person named as
the insured in the Declaration.
'The Insured auto" means any non-owned auto or trailer
provided that you have the express or implied permission of
the owner to use the auto. No coverage shall apply for you
while operating an auto owned by or furnished or available
for the regular use of you, a resident or relative of the
household en which you reside.
AMENDMENT 3.
As used throughout this policy "insured person" means:
1. You.

THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENT APPLIES ONLY IF
FORM NUMBER 01991R0410 APPEARS ON v"ID
DECLARATIONS PAGE.
RENTAL REIMBURSEMENT ENDORSEMENT
If the Declarations Page shows a specific premium charged
for Rental Reimbursement Coverage, we agree to pay you
for any reasonable and necessary transportation expense
Incurred, but not more than the limit shown on the
Declaration Page, payable for a maximum of thirty (30)
days, for the loss of use of the insured auto because of
damage covered under Part D to the insured auto.
1. This endorsement does not apply to theft of the insured
auto since Additional Payments Coverage is provided
under Part D - Coverage for Damage to the Insured
Auto.
2. The insured auto means the vehicle described on the
Declarations Page and for which specific premium is
charged for this coverage.
3. The insured auto must be continuously withdrawn from
normal use for more than twenty-four (24) hours.
4. We will reimburse you for rental only for the length of
time required to repair or replace the Insured auto as
quickly and reasonably as possible,
This endorsement is subject to such exclusions, conditions,
and other terms of the policy which are applicable to Part D
for damage to the Insured auto.
01991R0410
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENT APPLIES ONLY IF
FORM NUMBER 03276R0410 APPEARS ON YOUR
DECLARATIONS PAGE.

No person shall be considered an insured person if that
person uses an auto without having the express or implied
permission of the owner.

LESSOR LIABILITY ENDORSEMENT

AMENDMENT 4.

The provisions in this endorsement are only effective while
the insured auto Is leased by you, for a period of at least
six (6) months, as documented by a standard form lease
agreement with expressly stated insurance coverage
requirements.

The OTHER INSURANCE PROVISION in Part A LIABILITY is deleted In Its entirety and replaced by the
following:

In exchange for your increased premium, this endorsement
has been added to your insurance policy.

The insurance provided by this Part is excess over any other
collectible auto liability insurance.

During the term of this policy, the limits of coverage for
damages you become legally obligated to pay, as defined
by your policy, shall be those limits listed on your
Declarations Page.

AMENDMENT 5.

This endorsement provides the following additional liability
coverage for your lessor:

No coverage applies under Part D - COVERAGE FOR
DAMAGE to THE INSURED AUTO.

100,000 per person
1300,000 per accident
Property Damage: 50,000 per accident

OTHER INSURANCE

Bodily Injury:
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We do not(mar loss:

This additional coverage will apply to damages your lessor
bec,erries- legally obligated to pay that arite from. and are
legally related toe loss covered under your policy.

Thal results from the ownership, maintenance, or use of any
vehicle as a part of, related to, for, or in connection with any
type of ride-sharing activity :assOciated with a
transportation network company, which includes all use of
and activity with any such Vehicle during the period Of lime
frem the moment a participating driver in a transportation
network company legs oh to the transportation network
company's online-enabled application or platform until that
driver logs off the online-enabled application or platform, or
the passenger exits the vehicle, whichever is later.

The coverage provided by this endorsement is in addition to
that listed on your Declarations Page and is only available
to Indemnify your lessor pursuant to the terms listed herein.
The. Provision of the cOverages in this endorsement shall In
no event increase our limits of liability for any damages you
become legally obligated to pay, pursuant to the terms of
your policy.

D. PART E - GENERAL PROVISIONS

If we terminate this policy, notice will also be mailed to the
lessor.

The following is added to Part E - General Provisions:

The lessor is not responsible for payment of premiums,

DUTY TO REPORT

03276R0410

You must promptly notify us if any insured persan is
participating in a ride-sharing activity or if an accident or
loss occurs while any insured person is operating a vehicle
while engaged in a ride-sharing activity.

THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENT APPLIES ONLY IF
FORM NUMBER 104AMDE01 APPEARS ON YOUR
DECLARATIONS.

ALL OTHER TERMS LIMITS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS
POLICY REMAIN UNCHANGED.

CALIFORNIA AMENDATORY ENDORSEMENT
This endorsement amends the policy as follows. Please
read it carefully.

104AMDE01

A. DEFINITIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS POLICY

IMPORTANT SERVICE INFORMATION

The following definitions are added to Definitions Used
I hroughout r his Policy:

Infinity Insurance Company prides. itself In providing
excellent service to its insureds. Should you have a
complaint, please contact your Agent, Your Agent's name
and phone number can be found on your declarations page.

1. Transportation Network Company means an
organization or entity, including but not limited to, a
corporation, limited liability company, partnership, sole
proprietor, or any other entity, that provides prearranged
'compensation using an
online-enabled application or platform to connect
passengers with drivers using a personal vehicle.

The Department of Insurance should be contacted only after
or Its agent or other representative,
discussions
or both, have failed to 'produce a satisfactory resolution to
the problem.
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
2201 4TH AVENUE NORTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35203
(800) 782-1020

2. Ride-sharing activity means the use of any vehicle to
provide transportation of persons or property in
connection with a transportation network company
from the time a driver logs on to the transportation
network company's online-enabled application or plat
form until the time the driver logs Off the online-enabled
application or platform, or the passenger exits the
vehicle, whichever is later.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
CONSUMER SERVICE BUREAU
300 SOUTH SPRING STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90013

B. EXCLUSIONS - PART A Only, PART B Only, and
PART C Only

800-927-4357(HELP)

The following exclusion Is added to Part A - Liability
t.
MedicalnPayments.
o ons overage:
- grur
ri•ennsure

www.insurance.ca.gov/01-consurnerst
01412R0215

No coverage Of any kind applies Under this policy for any
accident, loss, bodily injury, property damage, or other
while a".nagorad rsorson is or was
damage 'h.'
operating or using any vehicle as a part of, related to, for, or
in connection with any type of ride-sharing activity
associated with a transportation network company. which
includes all use of and activity with any such vehicle during
the period of time from the moment a participating driver in .a
transportation network company. logs on to the
transportation
network company's online-enabled
application or platform until that driver logs off the
online-enabled application or platform, Or the passenger
exits the vehicle, whichever is later,
C. EXCLUSIONS - PART D ONLY
The following exclusion Is added to Part D - Coverage for
Damage tolhe Insured Auto:

ii
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INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANIES
CALIFORNIA PRIVACY NOTICE AND
NOTICE OF INFORMATION PRACTICES
The members of Infinity Insurance Companies ("Infinity". including those companies listed in this Notice) respect your right to
privacy.
We want you to know about our procedures for protecting your privacy and your rights and responsibilities regarding
nonpublic personal informabon (referred to as "data in this Notice) we receive about you. We want you to understand how
we gather data about you and how we protect it. The terms of this Notice apply to those individuals who inquire about or
obtain insurance from Infinity primarily for personal, family or household purposes.
We will provide our customers with a copy of the most recent notice of our privacy policy at least annually and more often if
we make any changes affecting their rights under our privacy policy. This Notice applies to current and former customers of
Infinity.
Infinity does net share your data except as allowed by law. As a result, you do not need to take any action under this Notice,
If lArea nhorinci
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1. What kind of data is collected about you?
We get most of our data about you directly from you, such as your name, address, social secunty number, income level, and
certain other financial data. We collect data that you provide during the insurance application process and by other contact
with you by mail and over the phone.
In some cases we may need additional data or may need to verify data you have given us. In those cases, we may obtain
data from outside sources at our own expense. For instance, we may collect data from consumer reporting agencies such as
credit worthiness and history or employment history. If you send a written request to the address below, we will inform you of
the name and address of any agency we have used to prepare a report about you so that you can contact the agency.
Once you become our customer, we may collect data related to our experiences and transactions with you. This could
i nrlucie data such as insurance policy coverage, premiums .and payment history. and any claims you make under your
insurance policy. For example, we will retain data collected by a claims representative and police or fire reports.
We may also collect data about you from our affiliates regarding their transactions and experiences with you (such as your
payment or claims history). We do not currently share other credit-related data, except as allowed or required by law.
Finally, we may collect data when you visit our website or when you email us. We do not sell this or any other data about you
to anyone.
2. What do we do with the data about you?
Data about you will be kept in our records. We may disclose data to issue and service policies and settle claims. Generally,
we will not disclose data about you to any outside group without your prior authorization. However, we may, as allowed by
law, share data as outlined below:
We may disclose data to your insurance agent.
We may disclose data to persons who represent you. including your attorney or trustee.
We may disclose data to adjusters, appraisers, auditors, investigators, and attorneys.
We may disclose data to those who need the data to perform a business, professional, or insurance function for us.
We may disclose data to other Insurance companies, agents or consumer reporting agencies, in connection with any
Insurance application, policy or claim involving you.
We may disclose data to medical providers to inform you of a medical condition of which you may not be aware and for
claims payment purposes.

We may disclose data to others that conduct research, provided that no individual data may be identified in any research
study report.
We may disclose data, other than health data, to others that perform marketing services on our behalf.
We may disclose data to out affiliated companies to market products to you, and for other purposes. The law does not
allow you to restrict this shating.
We may disclose data to a court, state insurance department, or other government agency pursuant to a summons,
court order, search warrant, subpoena, or as otherwise required by law or regulation.

Iii
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We will only disclose your health data in the following ways:
As allowed or required by law:
With your written consent;
To underwrite or administer your policy, claim or account; or
In a manner as previously disclosed to you by us when we collect your health data.
When we disclose your data to third parties for certain purposes described above, we will require them to use your data Only
for its intended purpose.
3. Who has access to your data?
The only people who have abcess to your data are those who need It to provide or support the provlsion Of prorti.irls or
services to,you. We use a systeio of passwords and other appropriate physocal, electronic and procedural safeguards to
this M'shr*c%
protect IvIn.no
to your data. We have oni,for4,,...
customer privacy,
4. How can you review recorded data about you?
You have iho right to access and inspect most of the data that we collect about you. To access your data please send a
written request to the address below stating that you would like to ace= your data, Either you or your personal
representative must sign this request and provide a copy of Our driVer's license or other valid photo Identification. You Ella()
have the right te request that we correct any data that you believe is incorrect.
To amend your data, please send us a written request, at the address below,.dtating what data you believe needs correcting.
Once again, either you or your. personal representative must sign this renilPSt if you submit a request to amend your data.
We will inveStigate. f we agree, we will correct our records. Even If We do not correct the data, you will have the nght to file
with us a written statement of dispute. Which we will include, in any future disclosure Of the. data.
5. How can you contact us?
If, after reading this, you have any questions about our privacy policy, please write to us at the following address:
PRIVACY COORDINATOR
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANIES
2201 4th Avenue North
Birmingham, AL 35203
List of Companies
Infinity Insurance Company
Infinity Select Insurance Company
Infinity Auto Insurance Company
01193R0410
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nINFINITY
A uto Insurance

CALIFORNIA SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
RATING INFORMATION NOTICE

Points apply to Bodily Injury, Property Damage, UMBI, UMPD, Medical Payments, Collision and Comprehensive
Coverages.

Infinity charges for at-fault accidents and convicted violations occurring within the last 36 months, When multiple violations or
accidents result from a single occurrence, apply only the charge or accident with the highest point value.
If the applicant certifies on the application that the accident was at-fault and chargeable, the appropriate point charge will be
applied. If an accident is found on other reports and indisputable at-fault evidence is not available, the driver(s) listed on the
policy will be given a chance to respond to a request for information and sign a statement attesting as to fault.
The experience period for a chargeable violation begins with the violation date. To be chargeable, the insured must be found
guilty by the verdict of a Court of competent j' urisdiction All drug and alcohol related violations will be charged if the
i nrfoirtrolot&tc1 ririloor'c lirocIncia womc co ocrscinricort 4r,r 15,3f inffanco rt.- if ft,r3 .3moll;ronnt ooPmc ronnte;rior4 finr f4v2f nffoncci

CATEGORY

WITHIN THE LAST
0-36
MONTHS

ALL AT-FAULT ACCIDENTS*:
First Accident

3

Each Additional

5

A driver may be considered to be principally at fault in an accident if the driver's actions or omissions were at least 51
percent of the proximate cause of the accident, subject to the exceptions set forth in 10 CCR 2632.13(d), and, in accidents
nol resulting in death, if the damage to the property exceeds $750.00(pre 12111/2011) or $1000(post 12/11(2011).
The following accidents will not be chargeable:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Applicant's automobile was lawfully parked.
Judgement or reimbursement was obtained from responsible party.
Struck in rear and not convicted of moving traffic violation.
Struck by hit-and-run driver and such accident was reported by applicant to
proper authorities within a reasonable amount of time after the occurrence.
5. Applicant was not convicted of a moving traffic violation in connection with the
accident and the other operator of the vehicle involved in such accident was
convicted of a moving traffic violation.
6. Applicant was adjudicated not to be liable by a court of competent jurisdiction.
7, Accidents involving Physical Damage, limited to and caused by flying gravel.
missiles, or falling objects.
8. Accidents involving damage by contact with animals or *of
9, The operator at the time of accident was on duty as a paid or volunteer
member of any Police or Fire Department. First-Aid Squad, or any Law
Enforcement Agency. ,
10. Any solo accidents, in which the driver is in the exercise of using reasonable
care and would not have noticed the hazardous road conditions.
PROPERTY DAMAGE ONLY ACCIDENT:
If the offense is an at-fault Property Damage Only accident, and the driver is
otherwise entitled to the Good Driver Discount, submit proof with the application, of
either: Non-Injury, police report, or a statement from the responsible insurance
carrier.
First Accident

5

Each Additional

5

MAJOR VIOLATIONS:
Driving while under the Influence of drugs, open container and possession to
include Refusing alcohol test (Implied Consent)or any reduction thereof.
First Offense

2

Each Additional

5

iAt-Fault Accident for the purpose of assigning accident surcharge points means an accident where the driver
involved in the accident was at least 51% of the proximate cause of the accident and meets the minimum dollar
threshold amount. In determining a driver(s) accident history, if no evidence of the driver(s) fault exists, we will
accept a driver(s) declaration, under penalty of perjury, attesting to such history. However, the Company reserves
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the right to question the driver(s) on said declaration. The driver(s) shall provide the Company with any requested
information if it Is reasonably available including, but not limited to, police reports, records of payment and the
identity of other parties involved In the accident and any witnesses to the accident. Any false or misleading
statements made by the driver(s) In the declaration may result In the voiding of the policy for material
misrepresentation, uprating the policy to reflect the correct premium, or prosecution for perjury under California
State Law.
Eluding Police, hit and run. negligent homicide, reckless driving, speed contest,
racing, and/or exhibition of speed, wrong side of road,felony with a motor vehicle,
leaving the scene, careless driving, and suspended license (All suspended and no
license violations, no license in possession is not included).
5

Each Occurrence
MINOR VIOLATIONS:
All other convictions not listed above

1

Each Additional

2

NOTE: Any violation Involving other drugs, i.e., marijuana, cocaine and all other forms of narcotics to include prescription
drugs that are misused, will be treated as driving under the influence.
10"

MAXIMUM POINT CHARGE ACCEPTED(TOTAL)

if an operator or additional operator develops more than 10 Infinity points, Infinity reserves the right to cancel the
policy if within the first 60 days, non-renew after 60 days, or any combination thereof.
SURCHARGES
TYPE

AMOUNT

APPLIES TO

New Business
(includes policies
with more than a
30 day lapse)
Business Use

2%
3
%
3%
3%
25%

B_I,
PD MED
UMBI, UMPD
COLL,COMP
ALL

APPLIES WHEN/TO
Applies to all new business policies.

The Business Use Charge will be applied to all vehicles
disclosed as used for business.

SERVICE CHARGES - Per transaction unless otherwise stated
Processing Fee
(New Business, Renewal
and Rewrites)

$25

Protessing Fee
(Good-Driver)

$20

Installment Charge

$10

IEFT Installment Charge

$6

Installment Charge
(Recurring Credit Card)

$10

Returned Check(NSF)Charge

$30

Late Payment Charge

$6

Cancellation Charge

$20 (insured's request)

SR-22 Charge

$15

Endorsement Charge

$5

CA Fraud Recoup Charge

$0.88 For 6 Month Term
$1.76 For Annual Term

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR AGENT/BROKER AT ONCE IF YOU BELIEVE THAT YOUR POLICY WAS RATED
INCORRECTLY.
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
10460ARNO7
vi
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AUTO BODY REPAIR CONSUMER BILL OF RIGHTS
A CONSUMER IS ENTITLED TO:
1. SELECT THE AUTO BODY REPAIR SHOP TO REPAIR AUTO BODY DAMAGE COVERED BY THE INSURANCE
COMPANY. AN INSURANCE COMPANY SHALL NOT REQUIRE THE REPAIRS TO BE DONE AT A SPECIFIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR SHOP.
2. AN ITEMIZED WRITTEN ESTIMATE FOR AUTO BODY REPAIRS AND, UPON COMPLETION OF REPAIRS, A
DETAILED INVOICE. THE ESTIMATE AND THE INVOICE MUST INCLUDE AN ITEMIZED LIST OF PARTS AND
LABOR ALONG WITH THE TOTAL PRICE FOR THE WORK PERFORMED. THE ESTIMATE AND INVOICE MUST
ALSO IDENTIFY ALL PARTS AS NEW, USED, AFTERMARKET, RECONDITIONED,OR REBUILT.
3. BE INFORMED ABOUT COVERAGE FOR TOWING AND STORAGE SERVICES.
4, BE INFORMED ABOUT THE EXTENT OF COVERAGE,IF ANY, FOR A REPLACEMENT RENTAL VEHICLE WHILE A
DAMAGED VEHICLE IS BEING REPAIRED.
5. BE INFORMED OF WHERE TO REPORT SUSPECTED FRAUD OR OTHER COMPLAINTS AND CONCERNS ABOUT
AUTO BODY REPAIRS.
6. SEEK ANn OBTAIN AN INDEPENDENT REPAIR ESTIMATE DIRECTLY FROM A REGISTERED AUTO BODY
REPAIR SHOP FOR REPAIR OF A DAMAGED VEHICLE, EVEN WHEN PURSUING AN INSURANCE CLAIM ron
REPAIR OF THE VEHICLE,
COMPLAINTS WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE BUREAU OF AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
Complaints concerning the repair of a vehicle by an auto body repair shop should be directed to:
Toll Free(866)799-3811
California Department of Consumer Affairs
Bureau of Automotive Repair
10240 Systems Parkway
Sacramento, CA 95827
The Bureau of Automotive Repair can also accept complaints over its web site at:
www.autorepair.ca.qov
COMPLAINTS WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE CALIFORNIA INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Any concerns regarding how an auto insurance claim is being handled should be submitted to the California Department of
Insurance at:
(800)927-HELP or(213)897-8921
California Department of Insurance Consumer Services Division
300 South Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013
The California Department of Insurance can also accept complaints over its website at:
www.insurance.ca.aov
01/01/10
Last Revised - January 01, 2010
Copyright California Department of Insurance
Disclaimer
03486 R0110
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/INFINITY.

CALIFORNIA SPECIAL AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
DISCOUNT NOTICE

A uto Insurance

TYPE

AMOUNT

APPLIES TO

Vehicle Count
Per Policy

Discouril
up to 30%

Bi D
UrISI: ke,
C IL,
P,
UVv.

Surccrarge
up to.5%
Mature Driver
Improvement Course

5%

131 PD,
IXD
LAY:LFJ)

APPLIES WHEN/TO
- Applies to each car
- CoVerage need not match
Percentage de nds on n ber of vehicles and
number of Drivers; call Uustorner Service for
percentage that pertains to your policy
,ielines:
The driver meets the followinAguld
older.
1. li vqtgl.rlilet triicll 1driver g
completion
t 0-4WeproofaAir
Of& iiver improve ant course
disto.unt shall be offedive .for_ a
3. E libi ty Jot*
3-rear period from the date o the conriplutien or the
irnprovemAnt
pourse .except the ,Company
driver,
ff the insured is
discontinue the discouni
mayi",,,,ic,,,i
irnif4nrti ne
In
_
convicted of Division 11_ violations of the Vehicle
Code (except.Chapter 9 vioiatipns, stopping,
standing parking etc.) or convicted of a traffic
related Zkense InVolving alcohol or narcotics
Prof of the discount must accompany the application
andior continued renewal or endorsement request.
511it
,3r, ,
I. 4,

Good Driver I

Good Driver II

24
S3%
1.9
38
21 gi
‘
'
gf9
25 Jo

Renewal 1st
l erm

ICDW
COM
A .L. OTHER
NOT LISTED
Policies that have ,12 months prior insurance with the
an a
a or en affiliated company with no more than
%
°dmgy Wpse in coverage.
A
COLL COMP
cbvv
68051-

i7JOI

UNRLi CebYW

84,
!
047
1

Renewal 4 or More
Terms

MERI
N PD

974
7%

RensWaI 3rd
t erm

1.

°(ec2
P
ll
oc
5°/:

Renewal 2nd
Term

1. Operator hos been continuously licensed to drive a
motor vehicle for the previous nee yearsLand
2. operator has had, during the previous 36 months,
not more than ,one vio ation point count as
determined by section 1281 of the California vehicle
code.
Operator meets all criteria of the G ci Driver 1;
2. Qperator has ,had no chargeable accidents or
violation convictions for the mogt recent 60 months.

ALL

20%

di4
50

MBI
BI PD

- y,H
cAin
-- '4
UM

)
r..

%7B1:5)1

Policies that have .24 months prior insurance with the
Company or an affiliated company with no more than a
30 day {apse in coverage.

Policies that have 36 months prior insurance with tho
Rowraype
i L Ancigfijiraata company with no more than a

PD

Vvticcbbp'S

Policies that have 48 months prior insurance with the
e, company with no more than a
vffeiliaagted
c65g
1 11%pg4 rnnal r
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TYPE

AMOUNT

APPLIES TO

APPLIES WHEN/TO

Good Student

8 - 13%
10 - 15%

BI, PD
COLL, COMP

Policy / Driver Qualifications
To qualify for Good Student or Youthful Driver Training.
the policy containing the youthful driver must meet these
minimum qualifications:
1. Youthful driver must be the "child" of the
policyholder
2. Parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must be listed as a
rated driver(s) on the policy
3. At least one parent or legal guardian must qualify
for the Good (Driver Discount
4. The Youthful Driver:
a. Is ')1 1,4vre 's/r4 or younger and has 7 years
or less of licensed driving experience
b. Has a U.S. Drivers License
c. Is unmarried
d. Does not own the car
e. Has no moving violations and Is
at-fault-accident free.
Good Student
1. Must be currently enrolled as a full time student
in high school, college, or university
2. Student maintains a "B" (80%, "3.0", or
equivalent)or higher grade point average
3. Upon our request, the student shOulaf furnish a
written statement certified by the academic
institution indicating the grade point average
meets this criterion. This statement should be
supplied for each student requesting the lower
driver class rating. If the statement is not easily
available, the student(s) may submit a copy of an
unaltered report card or transcript.
4. The Company may require proof of academic
on the policy.

Youthful Driver
Training

8 - 13%
8 - 15%

BI, PD
COLL, COMP

Policy / Driver Qualifications
To qualify For Good Student or Youthful Driver Training,
the policy containing the youthful driver must meet these
minimum qualifications:
1. Youthful driver must be the "child" of the
policyholder
2. Parent(s) or legal guardian(s) must be listed as A
rated driver(s) on The policy
3. At least one parent or legal guardian must qualify
for the Good ()river Discount
4. The Youthful Driver:
a. Is 23 years old or younger and has 7 years
or less of licensed driving experience
b. Has a U.S. Drivers License
c. Is unmarried
d. Does not own the car .
e. Has no moving violations and is
at-fault-accident free.
Youthful Driver Training
1. Successfully completed an authorized driving
training program fiery) a public or private high
schoofor by a qualified instructor of a licensed
private driving school.
2. Upon Company request, a copy of the
completion certificate should be submitted to the
Company.

01169R1017
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INFINITY.

Infinity Insurance Company
PO Box 830189
Birmingham, AL 35283-0189

A uto Insurance
Underwritten by: Infinity Insurance Company

Customer Service: (800)782-1020

Claims Service:(800)334-1661

Notice of Underwriting Decision and Information Practices
Notice of Adverse Action
In connection with your insurance transaction with us and based on the cone.nt statement you
signed on your application, we have collected consumer reports, such as driving history, claim
report , and credit reports or personal or privileged information from the following consumer reporting
agencies:
Driving History Report
First Advanta e ADR
2860 Gold Tailings Court
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
800.766.6877
The information contained in these reports was used to underwrite your insurance policy application or renewal policy.
You did riot qualify for our lowest rates due to information contained in these reports. Any rate Increase or other adverse
underwriting decision was, in part, attributable to this information. See below for the credit explanations provided to us by
the consumer reporting agency regarding your credit history.

Please be advised that no consumer reporting agency made any decision to take any adverse action
with respect to your insurance policy and will not ba able to provide the specific reasons why any
such action was taken.
You have the right to obtain a copy of your report from the reporting agency. You may obtain a free
copy within sixty (60) days after receiving this notice. You also have the right to dispute the accuracy
or completeness of the information contained in these reports witht the agency. To exercise these
rights, simply .call the appropriate consumer reporting agency identified a5ove.. If the information in
rate -"- for 8
-`•
-you — • --" our
•
report is
the report has been corrected by the consumer reporting agency.
In. certain .circumstances, the information Contained in consumer rOports, and other p.ersonal or
privileged information subsequently collected by us, may be legally disclosed to third parties without
your consent, but it is not our practice to do so.
For 90 days after we send this notice, you may obtain in writing the specific information supporting
our reasons for this action, if the information is not stated above or protected from disclosure by law.
You may also learn about and access recorded information about you; request correction Of the
i nformation and reconsideration of any underwriting decision based on incorrect information. file a
statement setting forth what you think is the correct information, and why you disagree with any
refuse to correct the information; and learn the identity of others to whom we may have disclosed
this information in the previous 2 years.
To do so, send a written request to our Customer Service Department,. P.O Box 830189,
Birmingham, AL 35283-01$9, describing the kind of information you want to review. Include your full
name, address, policy number, and either your date of birth, social security number or driver's license
number.

Print Dale:05101/2018
000AANTO1
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Cr.ZMONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT
ET" REPORT SUMMARY

Prepared for INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY

The CCC ONEO Market Valuation

6
1 1 CLAIM INFORMATION
Owner

Carr, Kevin
1026 S Flower St Apt 1,null,
Inglewood, CA 90301-7348

Loss Vehicle

2001 Lexus RX 300

Loss Incident Date

11/12/2018

Claim Reported

12/12/2018

GP

Report reflects CCC Information
Services Inc.'s opinion as to the
value of the loss vehicle, based on
information provided to CCC by
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY.
Loss vehicle has 26% greater than
average mileage of 184,200.

INSURANCE INFORMATION

Report Reference Number

91123819

Claim Reference

ICS20003360957 2273635

Adjuster

Starr, Susan

Appraiser

Vasquez, Miguel

Odometer

232,893

Last Updated

12/12/2018 04:28 PM
411.*I1c,Lf VA!.

VALUATION SUMMARY

This is derived per our Valuation
methodology described on the next

Base Vehicle Value

$ 3,636.00

Refurbishments

$ 3,824.00
+ $ 382.40

Adjusted Vehicle Value
Vehicular Tax(10%)
Tax reflects applicable state, county and municipal
taxes.

Total

page.

188.00

$ 4,206.40

The total may not represent the total of the settlement as other factors (e.g. license and
fees) may need to be taken into account.

;

This is determined by adjusting the
Base Vehicle Value to account for the
actual condition of the loss vehicle and
certain other reported attributes, if any,
such as refurbishments and after factory
equipment.

Inside the Report
Valuation Methodology
Vehicle Information
Vehicle Condition
Comparable Vehicles
Valuation Notes
Supplemental Information

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc, All Rights Reserved.
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=BONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Can, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957_2273635

VALUATION METHODOLOGY
How was the valuation determined?

CLAIM INSPECTION
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY has provided CCC with the zip code where the loss vehicle is
garaged, loss vehicle VIN, mileage, equipment, as well as loss vehicle condition, which is used to
assist in determining the value of the loss vehicle.

DATABASE REVIEW
CCC maintains an extensive database of vehicles that currently are
or recently were available for sale in the U.S. This database includes
vehicles advertised for sale by dealerships or private parties. CCC
also obtains vehicle sales prices from a database of California
Department of Motor Vehicles vehicle registration sold transactions.
All of these sources are updated regularly.

r:r,1
When a valuation is created the database is searched and
comparable vehicles in the area are selected. The zip code
where the loss vehicle is garaged determines the starting point
for the search. Comparable vehicles are similar to the loss
vehicle based on relevant factors.

;t ALcu; Arc' El

'V A

Adjustments to the price of the selected comparable vehicles are made to reflect
differences in vehicle attributes, including mileage and options. Dollar adjustments are
based upon market research.
Finally, the Base Vehicle Value is the straight average of the adjusted values of the
comparable vehicles.

(D Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc_ All Rights Reserved.
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Cr
./...CONE
.
MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: ICS20003360957i_2273635

6ia VEHICLE INFORMATION
VEHICLE DETAILS
Location

INGLEWOOD. CA 90301-7348

VIN

JTJGF10U210113887

Year

2001

Make

Lexus

Model

RX 300

Body Type

Sports Utility

Engine Cylinders

6

Displacement

3.0L

Fuel Type

Gasoline

Carburation

EF1

Transmission

Automatic Transmission Overdrive

Curb Weight

3715 lbs

Vehicles sold in the United States
are required to have a manufacturer
assigned Vehicle Identification
Number(VIN). This number provides
certain specifications of the vehicle.
Please review the information in the
Vehicle Information Section to confirm
the reported mileage and to verify that
the information accurately reflects the
options, additional equipment or other
aspects of the loss vehicle that may
Impact the value.

VEHICLE HISTORY SUMMARY
Experian AutoCheck

No Title Problem Found

Insurance Services
Organization/ National
Insurance Crime Bureau

5 Records Found

Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. At Rights Reserved.
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CrXiMONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957_2273635

VEHICLE INFORMATION
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
To the left is the equipment of the loss
vehicle that INFINITY INSURANCE
COMPANY provided to CCC.

Odometer

232,893

Transmission

Automatic Transmission

V

Overdrive

V

Power

Power Steering
Power Brakes
Power Windows

V Standard This equipment is
included in the base configuration of
the vehicle at time of purchase.

J Additional Equipment that is not
it

Power Locks

Standard but was noted to be on the
loss vehicle.

Power Mirrors
Power Driver Seat
Power Passenger Seat
Power Trunk/Gate Release
Decor/Convenience

V

Air Conditioning
Climate Control
Tilt Wheel
Cruise Control
Rear Defogger
Intermittent Wipers

V

Console/Storage
Overhead Console
Keyless Entry
Message Center

V

Wood Interior Trim
Seating

Cloth Seats
Bucket Seats

Radio

V

AM Radio
FM Radio

V

Stereo

V

Search/Seek
Cassette
Wheels

Aluminum/Alloy Wheels

Safety/Brakes

Air Bag (Driver Only)

V

Passenger Air Bag

V

@ Copyright 2016 CCC,Information Services'Inc. All,Rights Reserved.
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OGGEONE. MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957L:.2273635

VEHICLE INFORMATION
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
Anti-lock Brakes(4)
4-wheel Disc Brakes

V

Front Side Impact Air Bags

V

Alarm
Traction Control
Stability Control
Exterior/PaintiGlass

Dual Mirrors
Heated Mirrors
Privacy Glass

V

Fog Lamps

V

Rear Window Wiper
Clearcoat Paint

Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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C/XiCONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
, Claim: 1CS20003360957_2273635

VEHICLE CONDITION/REFURBISHMENTS
COMPONENT CONDITION
INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
uses condition inspection guidelines to
rate the condition of key components of
the loss vehicle on a three-point scale.
A rating of average condition results
in a valuation of that component that
is consistent with typical vehicles for
that year, make and model of vehide.
If a component is rated in exceptional
condition, then a positive monetary
adjustment is made to reflect the impact
of that condition level on the value of the
loss vehicle. Similarly, if a component
is rated in below average condition.
then a negative monetary adjustment
is made to reflect the impact of that
condition level on the value of the
loss vehicle. Inspection Notes, if any,
reflect additional observations from the
appraiser regarding the loss vehicle's
condition. Monetary adjustments are
based upon market research consisting
of data gathered from dealerships in
California.

Condition

Inspection Notes/Typical Vehicle
Description

Seats

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Lightly soiled to clean,faded and/or
discolored: A few small to insignificant
tears, holes and/or burn marks. None or
no significant bare spots.

$0

Carpets

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Lightly soiled to clean and/or stained. A
few small to no tears, holes and/ or burn
marks. No significant bare spots.

$0

Dashboard

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Significant to a few small scratches
and/or gouges. Components may be
damaged and/or cracked. Significant to
light wear.

$0

Headliner

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
A few small to no significant holes and/
or bum marks. Light to no significant
scuffing.

$0

CCC makes dollar adjustments that
reflect the Impact the reported condition
has on the value of the loss vehicle as
compared to Average condition. These
dollar adjustments are based upon
interviews with dealerships across the
United States.

Body

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Sheet Metal: A few to no dents.
Numerous to a few dings. No significant
surface rust.
Trim: Minimal to no damage to
components. No broken and/or
missing components. Few to no dents.
Numerous to a few dings.

$0

INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
also identifies the after factory options
and upkeep dollars invested into the
loss vehicle that were brought to its
attention. CCC makes dollar adjustments
that reflect the impact, if any, these
Items have on the value of the vehicle.
The total of these adjustments is
shown in the Valuation Summary as
Refurbishments.

Glass

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
light surface scratches and/or pitting.
Few to no chips.

$0

Value Impact

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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=CONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I Owner: Carr. Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957 2273635

I

bia VEHICLE CONDITION/REFURBISHMENTS
COMPONENT CONDITION

Paint

Value Impact

Condition

inspection Notes/Typical Vehicle
Description

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Few small deep to minimal surface
chips and/or scratches. No significant
peeling and/or flaking. Minor swirl
marks. Slight to no Fading.

$0

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Few small leaks to minor seepage.
Belts and hoses show minimal wear.
Significant to minimal dirt and grease in
engine compartment.

$0

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
Fluid slightly discolored. None to a few
areas of seepage.

$0

MECHANICAL
Engine

Transmission AVERAGE

r-, s 1
'TIRES
Frtint, Tires

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
41% to 90% of new. Example: Typical
new car tires are 11/32, loss measures
at 5/32 = 46% (5/11)

$0

Rear Tires

AVERAGE

Notes: NORMAL
Typical Vehicle Desc:
41% to 90% of new. Example: Typical
new car tires are 11/32,loss measures
at 5/32 = 46%(5111)

$0

rttall Co dIU

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 52 of 78 Page ID #:63

C.CCONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: ICS20003360957_2273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES
Options
Odometer
Automatic Transmission
Overdrive
Power Steering
Power Brakes
Power Windows
Power Locks
Power Mirrors
Power Driver Seat
Power Passenger Seat
Power Trunk/Gate Release
Air Conditioning
Climate Control
Tilt Wheel

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

232,893
le

192,110
v

221,989

175.072

•.,

../

V
.

q

Al

VI

4

a

v#

+.1

'I

.si

V'

.11

V

so'

..,
ri

.1

v°

.1

.,

t/

,..i.

,,,)

q

Si
v.
V
,
9

*/
..."
v

'
v

4,
,
.J

,..:

.....*

,../

V.

.-./

4,

,
•s

4

Al

V
9/

V

•47

4

Cruise Control
Rear Defogger
Intermittent Wipers

.
../

V
91

V

.,/

Console/Storage
Overhead Console
Memory Package
Navigation System
Keyless Entry
Message Center
Home Link
Wood Interior Trim
Cloth Seats
Bucket Seats

e7
,
4

•,.7

V'

V

e/

li

9./

X

Leather Seats
AM Radio
FM Radio
Stereo
Search/Seek
CD Player
Cassette
CD Changer/Stacker
Aluminum/Alloy Wheels
Electric Glass Roof
Drivers Side Air Bag
Passenger Air Bag
Anti-lock Brakes(4)

Nr

X

X

X

V

X

X

Ni

V

V

,,,
K
ss.

.?
v
ci

v:
x
q

y
41,
x

-,f,

x

k.-

V

V

-V

*/

•vl

X
...,

,4
„I

X

X

-V

V.

4

4

+4

ki

./

Comp 1
Updated Date: 09/15/2018
2001 Lexus Rx 3008 3.01 Gasoline Eli
VIN JTJGF10U910107634
Dealership Bmw Of Buena Park
Telephone(714)676-5131
Source Dealer Ad
Stock # 10107634
Distance from Inglewood. CA
21 Miles - Buena Park, CA
Comp 2
Updated Date: 11/2912018
2001 Lexus Rx 300 63.01 Gasoline Eli
VIN JTJGF10U710089490
Dealership Deluxe Auto Dealer
Telephone(714)894-0063
Source Autotrader
Stock# NV03718
Distance from Inglewood, CA
25 Miles - Midway City, CA
Updated Date: 09/18/2018
Comp 3
2001 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01 Gasoline Eli
VIN JTJGF10U310101716
Dealership Allen Cadillac Gmc Hyunda
Telephone(949)485-3700
Source Autotrader
Stock # H2978A
Distance from Inglewood, CA
47 Miles - Laguna Niguel.CA
Comparable vehicles used in the
determination of the Base Vehicle Value
are not intended to be replacement
vehicles but are reflective of the market
value, and may no longer be available
for sale.
List Price is the sticker price of an
inspected dealer vehicle and the
advertised price for the advertised
vehicle.

'4'
V.‘

X

1,

X

X

../

-V

vi

•*1

X

X

4.,i,

.4:-

.1

X

Y

X

K

s/

V

V.

5/

.I.

't
,

,"

't,"

.4

41

.
..?

,v1

Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved,

Distance is based upon a straight line
between loss and comparable vehicle
locations.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 53 of 78 Page ID #:64

C/XiMONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957_2273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES
Options

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 3

11

%,,

x

4-wheel Disc Brakes
Front Side Impact Air Bags

v

Xenon Headlamps
Alarm
Traction Control

x
v.

v*
v

x
,/

.1

V

v-

*;#

•/

..;

-.1
.
:

Y
"

S4

V

V

V

41

X

..,

X

X

X

•,/

X

X

Stability Control
Dual Mirrors
Heated Mirrors
Privacy Glass
Fog Lamps
Luggage/Roof Rack
Rear Spoiler
Rear Window Wiper
Clearcoat Paint
Two Tone Paint

,../
.1
-/
VP

V

`1!

X

X

X

X

Ni

X

X

List Price

$ 4,000

$ 2,995

$ 3,999

- $ 714
- $ 403

- $ 75

- $ 620

A2,.;413

$2440

$3,379

Adjustments:
Options
Mileage
olli trated-CompfireibieVtlitte
Options

Odometer
Automatic Transmission
Overdrive

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 4

Comp 5

Comp6

232,893
*1.1'
**/

143;211

173;898

163,300

Power Steering
Power Brakes
Power Windows
Power Locks
Power Mirrors
Power Driver Seat

V.
'I'.',

Power Passenger Seat

1.1

Power Trunk/Gate Release

,
04

*4'
‘4(

‘,/

Vfr

z.t

Air Conditioning

Climate Control
Tilt Wheel
Cruise Control
C Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*1)

*?fr
•i°

Comp 4
Updated Date: 11106/2018
2001 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01 Gasoline Efi
VIN JTJGF10U610099959
Dealership Santa Barbara Auto Connec
Telephone(805)403-4040
Source Autotrader
Stock # SB99959
Distance from Inglewood, CA
92 Miles - Goleta, CA
Comp 5
Updated Date: 12109(2018
2002 Lexus lbc 300 6 3.01 Gasoline Efi
VIN J1JGF1 OU320139125
Dealership Bmw Of Buena Park
Telephone(714)598-3738
Source Dealer Ad
Stock #20139125
Distance from Inglewood. CA
21 Miles - Buena Park, CA
Comp 6
Updated Date: 10/0612018
Lexus
Rx
300 6 3.01 Gasoline Efi
2002
Page 9 of 18
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C/X,MONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 10520003360957. 2273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES
Options
Rear Defogger
Intermittent Wipers

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 4

Comp 5

Comp 6

4
,..../

q

4

v

4

4
Ni'

Console/Storage

4

4

Overhead Console

4

4

V
,
./

Keyless Entry

tf'

Message Center

11
K

q
Ne
sr

v
4/
v

,./
4/
x

V

•./

.411

,
'
,
p

x

X

q
K

./
x

vi
,k,

x
.4

4

4

FM Radio

X
4
4

4

Stereo

V'

4

t-i

=,,,,

Search/Seek

fte°
K

t?

CD Player
Cassette
CD Changer/Stacker
Aluminum/Alloy Wheels
Electric Glass Roof

Home Link
Wood Interior Trim
Cloth Seats
Bucket Seats
Reclining/Lounge Seats
Leather Seats
AM Radio

Drivers Side Air Bag
Passenger Air Bag

•-e,

4
A9

%,/

4

,,,"

Ne
v

.,./
,i

X

X

..1

NI
J

V
tk,./

'N/

*/

''i
V

X
4/

4
1

41

4,

*
/

!
t

X
'
sO,

Anti-lock Brakes(4)
4-wheel Disc Brakes

%./

I
L

"st

V

t,

`kr

Alarm

-11

V

•
:
,4

,/
la

4/

ki

41

Stability Control

":7

V

V

%/

%/

Dual Mirrors
Heated Mirrors
Privacy Glass
Fog Lamps
Luggage/Roof Rack
'Rear Spoiler
Rear Window Wiper
Clearcoat Paint
Two Tone Paint

List Price

List Price Is the sticker price of an
Inspected dealer vehicle and the
advertised price for the advertised
vehicle.
Distance is based upon a straight line
between loss and comparable vehicle
locations.

'
''i

4
/

41

Comparable vehicles used in the
determination of the Base Vehicle Value
are not intended to be replacement
vehicles but are reflective of the market
value, and may no longer be available
for sale.

...I
X

Front Side Impact Air Bags
Traction Control

VIN JTJ6F10U620128913
Dealership Shaver Auto Group
Telephone (805)496-7103
Source Truecar
Stock # V9053A
Distance from Inglewood,CA
31 Miles - Thousand Oaks,CA

V`

vl

V

.,/

Vi.

K

4..7 1

K
e..i.

X
,....e

X

q
.."

to?
..."

X
X

,..de

f.,

X

X

X

X

Ni

$ 5,900

Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Resented.,

$ 6,000

'
1,1

$ 4,890
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 55 of 78 Page ID #:66

OCCMONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: ICS20003360957_2273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES
Adjustments:
Make/Model/Trim
Options
Mileage

.AdJusted Comparable Val

- $ 386
- $877

-$ 375
- $ 505
- $ 571

- $ 375
- $ 178
- $654

$ 4,1331

$4,549

3,683

Options

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 7

Comp 8

Odometer
Automatic Transmission

232,893
.41

156,721

176,947

Overdrive
4 Wheel Drive

X

Power Steering
Power Brakes
Power Windows
Power Locks
Power Mirrors
Power Driver Seat

V.

Power Passenger Seat
Power Trunk/Gate Release

•4;'

Air Conditioning

si*

Climate Control

./

Tilt Wheel
Cruise Control
Rear Defogger
Intermittent Wipers
Console/Storage
Overhead Console
Keyless Entry
Message Center
Wood Interior Trim

Comp 7
Updated Date:09/17/2018
2002 Lexus Rx 300 63.01 Gasoline Efi
VIN JUGF10U220119920
Dealership Socal Motors
Telephone(714)400-2886
Source Dealer Ad
Distance from Inglewood, CA
19 Miles - Los Alamitos, CA
Comp 8
Updated Date: 12/11/2018
2002 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01 Gasoline Efi
VIN JTJGF10UX20122645
Telephone(909)938-3272
Source Private Ad
Distance from Inglewood, CA
42 Miles - Ontario, CA

Comparable vehicles used in the
determination of the Base Vehicle Value
are not intended to be replacement
vehicles but are reflective of the market
value, and may no longer be available
for sale.
List Price is the sticker price of an
inspected dealer vehicle and the
advertised price for the advertised
vehic.le.
Distance is based upon a straight line
between loss and comparable vehicle
locations.

Cloth Seats
Bucket Seats
Reclining/Lounge Seats
Leather Seats
AM Radio
FM Radio
Stereo
Search/Seek
CD Player
Cassette
ID Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 56 of 78 Page ID #:67

Cr.CMONE. MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957_2273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES
Options

Loss
Vehicle

Comp 7

Comp 8

Aluminum/Alloy Wheels

V

Electric Glass Roof
Drivers Side Air Bag

x
V

V
x
V

V
V
V

Passenger Air Bag
Anti-lock Brakes(4)
4-wheel Disc Brakes
Front Side Impact Air Bags
Alarm
Traction Control

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V
V
V
v

V
V
V
g

Stability Control
Dual Mirrors
Heated Mirrors
Privacy Glass
Fog Lamps
Rear Window Wiper

V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V
V
4
V

X

X

Clearcoat Paint
List Price

V
V
V

V
V
V
V

$ 4,999

$ 4,500

- $ 375
- $ 119
- $ 707

- $ 375
$ 356
- $527

$$
.
1788

•Qiaq

Adjustments:
Make/Model/Trim
Options
Mileage
Attrated CaTarible Vil

® Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 57 of 78 Page ID #:68

OCCOONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS200033609572273635

COMPARABLE VEHICLES

Q.

COMPARABLE VEHICLE SUMMARY

Source

Comparable Vehicle

Price

Adjusted Comp
Value

1

Verified

2001 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 4,000
(List)

$ 2,883

2

Dealer Vehicle

2001 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline RI

$ 2,995
(List)

$ 2,920

3

Dealer Vehicle

2001 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 3,999
(List)

$ 3,379

4

Dealer Vehicle

2001 Lexus Rx 300 63.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 5,900
(List)

$ 4,637

5

Verified

2002 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 6,000
(List)

$ 4,549

6

Verified

2002 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 4,890
(List)

$ 3,683

7

Dealer Vehicle

2002 Lexus Rx 300 6 3.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 4,999
(List)

$ 3,798

8

Private
Advertised

2002 Lexus Rx 300 63.01
Gasoline Efi

$ 4,500
(List)

$ 3,242

Eltne'Vatilae

vao

The following comparable vehicle(s)
were used to determine this Base
Vehicle Value by computing the
arithmetic average of the adjusted
values of the comparable vehicles.
Details on these comparable vehicles
are in the Comparable Vehicles section.

$ 3,636.00

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. An Rights Reserved.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 58 of 78 Page ID #:69

CcrifflONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner. Carr, Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957
:_2273635

gf VALUATION NOTES
This Market Valuation Report has been prepared exclusively for use by INFINITY
INSURANCE COMPANY,and no other person or entity is entitled to or should rely upon
this Market Valuation Report and/or any of its contents. CCC is one source of vehicle
valuations, and there are other valuation sources available.

@ Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Regulations concerning vehicle value
Include California Code of Regulations
10 CA ADC 2695.
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Cr.riMONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: ICS20003360957_2273635

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
6;16 VEHICLE HISTORY INFORMATION
VINguardet _
VINguard® Message: VINguard has decoded this VIN without any errors

ISO Vehicle History:
Number of times reported to ISO:

5

ISO's file number

H0281320791

Loss date:

11/21/2006

Claim ref:

G 784441206112101050

Mileage:

0129069

ISO notified:

03/08/2007

Loss date:

11/21/2006

Phone:

7148852621

Claim ref:

G7844412

ISO notified:

11/15/2018

Loss date:

04/20/2009

Phone:

6082385851

Claim ref:

€0835971

Loss date:

11/12/2018

Phone:

8007822040

Claim ref:

20003360957

Loss date:

11/21/2006

Phone:

7148852621

Claim ref:

G78444122006112101

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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CrfaCONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Can-,Kevin
Claim: 1CS20003360957 2273635

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

640

EXPERIAN® AUTOCHECK® VEHICLE HISTORY REPORT

CCC provides INFINITY INSURANCE
COMPANY information reported by
Experian regarding the 2001 Lexus F0(

TITLE CHECK

RESULTS FOUND

300(JTJGF100210113887). This data is
provided for informational purposes. Unless

Abandoned

No Abandoned Record Found

Damaged

No Damaged Record Found

CCC does not adjust the value of the loss

Fire Damage

No Fire Damage Record Found

vehicle based upon this information.

Grey Market

No Grey Market Record Found

LEGEND:

Hail Damage

otherwise noted in this Valuation Detail.

No Hail Damage Record Found

4./ No Event Found

insurance Loss

No Insurance Loss Record Found

0Event Found

Junk

No Junk Record Found

a Information Needed

Rebuilt

No Rebuilt Record Found

TITLE CHECK

Salvage

No Salvage Record Found

E

iEt:

AutoCheck's result for this loss vehicle

EVENT CHECK

RESULTS FOUND

NHTSA Crash Test Vehicle
Frame Damage

No NHTSA Crash Test Vehicle Record Found
•,/

No Frame Damage Record Found

show no significant title events. When
found,events often Indicate automotive
damage or warnings associated with the
vehicle.

Major Damage Incident

No Major Damage Incident Record Found

Manufacturer Buyback/Lemon

No Manufacturer Buyback/Lemon Record Found

Odometer Problem

No Odometer Problem Record Found

AutoCheck's result for this loss vehicle

Recycled

No Recycled Record Found

show no historical events that indicate

Water Damage

No Water Damage Record Found

a significant automotive problem. These

Salvage Auction

No Salvage Auction Record Found

VEHICLE INFORMATION

RESULTS FOUND

Accident

No Accident Record Found

Corrected Title

No Corrected Title Record Found

EVENT CHECK

problems can indicate past previous
car damage, theft, or other significant
problems.
VEHICLE INFORMATION
INFORMATION FOUND
AutoCheck found additional information

Driver Education

No Driver Education Record Found

on this vehicle. These records will provide

Fire Damage Incident

No Fire Damage Incident Record Found

more history for this loss vehicle

Lease

No Lease Record Found

ODOMETER CHECK

Lien

No Lien Record Found

: HI:s1

Livery Use

No Livery Use Record Found

AutoCheck's result for this loss vehicle

Government Use

No Government Use Record Found

show no indication of odometer rollback
or tampering was found. AutoCheck

Police Use

No Police Use Record Found

Fleet

No Fleet Record Found

searching for records that indicate

Rental

No Rental Record Found

odometer readings less than a previously

Fleet and/or Rental

No Fleet and/or Rental Record Found

Repossessed

No Repossessed Record Found

Taxi use

No Taxi use Record Found

Theft

Theft Record Found

Fleet and/or Lease

No Fleet and/or Lease Record Found

Emissions Safety Inspection

No Emissions Safety Inspection Record Found

Duplicate Title

No Duplicate Title Record Found

C)Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc, All Rights Reserved.

determines odometer rollbacks by

reported value. Other odometer events
can report events of tampering, or possible
odometer breakage.
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OCZCONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

Owner: Carr, Kevin
Claim: ICS20003360957 2273635

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
El

FULL HISTORY REPORT RUN DATE: 12/12/2018

Below are the historical events for this vehicle listed in chronological order:
EVENT
DATE

FOUND

07/1312001

CA

07/20/2001

CA

RESULTS

ODOMETER
READING

9

08/10/2001

DATA

EVENT

SOURCE

DETAIL

Independent Source

VEHICLE
MANUFACTURED AND
SHIPPED TO DEALER
ODOMETER READING
FROM DMV
REGISTRATION EVENT/
RENEWAL
TITLE

Motor Vehicle Dept.

SANTA CLARITA.
CA
08/22/2001 SANTA CLARITA,
CA
05/16/2005 CA

68796

State Agency

05/28/2005 CA

68815

Motor Vehicle Dept.

Motor Vehicle Dept
Motor Vehicle Dept

06127/2005 PALMDALE, CA
06/29/2005 PALMDALE,CA
06/06/2007 CA

Motor Vehicle Dept.

134757

Motor Vehicle Dept.
State Agency

06/10/2007 PALMDALE, CA

Motor Vehicle Dept.

07/22/2007 PALMDALE, CA

Motor Vehicle Dept.

01/01/2009
07/21/2009
07/28/2009
09/09/2016

Motor Vehicle Dept
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Motor Vehicle Dept.

PALMDALE, CA
TX
TX
CA

227357

04/17/2017 PALMDALE, CA
04/17/2017 PALMDALE, CA
04/27/2017 PALMDALE, CA

Motor Vehicle Dept.
Motor Vehicle Dept.
Motor Vehicle Dept.

05122/2017 TX

Motor Vehicle Dept

PASSED EMISSION
INSPECTION
ODOMETER READING
FROM DMV
REGISTRATION EVENT/
RENEWAL
TITLE (Lien Reported)
PASSED EMISSION
INSPECTION
REGISTRATION EVENT/
RENEWAL
REGISTRATION EVENT/
RENEWAL
TITLE (Lien Reported)
THEFT
TITLE
PASSED EMISSION
INSPECTION
TITLE (Lien Reported)
DUPLICATE TITLE
REGISTRATION EVENT/
RENEWAL
VEHICLE NO LONGER
REPORTED AS AN
ACTIVE THEFT

AUTOCHECK TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Experian's Reports are compiled from multiple sources. It is not always possible for Experian to obtain complete discrepancy Information on all vehicles; therefore. there may
be other title brands, odometer readings or discrepancies that apply to a vehicle that are not reflected on that vehicle's Report Experian searches data from additional sources
where possible, but all discrepancies may not be reflected on the Report,

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 62 of 78 Page ID #:73

CrZEONE MARKET VALUATION REPORT

I Owner Carr, Kevin
I Claim: 1CS20003360957.2273635

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
These Reports are based on information supplied to Experian by external sources believed to be reliable. BUT NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ASSUMED BY EXPERIAN OR
ITS AGENTS FOR ERRORS,INACCURACIES OR OMISSIONS. THE REPORTS ARE PROVIDED STRICTLY ON AN AS IS WHERE IS BASIS, AND EXPERIAN
FURTHER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE REGARDING THIS REPORT.

YOU AGREE TO INDEMNIFY EXPERIAN FOR ANY CLAIMS OR LOSSES,INCLUDING COSTS,EXPENSES AND ATTORNEYS FEES,INCURRED BY EXPERIAN
ARISING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM YOUR IMPROPER OR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF AUTOCHECK VEHICLE HISTORY REPORTS.
Experian shall not be liable for any delay or failure to provide an accurate report if and to the extant which such delay or Wore is caused by events beyond the reasonable
control of Experian, including, without limitation. "acts of God", terrorism, or public enemies, labor disputes, equipment malfunctions, material or component shortages,
superior failures, embargoes, rationing. acts of local, state or national governments,or public agencies, utility or communication failures or delays,fire. earthquakes,flood,
epidemics, riots and strikes.
These terms and the relationship between you end Experian shall be governed by the laws of the Slate of Illinois(USA)without regard to Its conflict of law previsions, You and
Experian agree to submit to the personal and exclusive Jurisdiction of the courts located within the county of Cook, Illinois.

© Copyright 2016 CCC Information Services Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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EXHIBIT C

I V! 1,1&V

Case 2:22-cv-00325 Document 1-2 Filed 01/14/22 Page 64 of 78 Page ID #:75

INFINITY INSURANCE COMPANY
P.O. BOX 830807
Tel: 800-334-1661
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35283-0807
Fax: 800-214-5727
Email: mail.claims@ipacc.com

L/0 OF JOACHIM NWUDE
3465 TORRANCE BLVD STE C
TORRANCE

CA

90503-5804

DATE: 20190207
POLICY: 104601623781001
CLAIM NUMBER: 20003360957
DATE OF LOSS: 11/12/18
INSURED NAME:
KEVIN
CARR
CLAIMANT NAME:
CARR, KEVIN

Your vehicle has been determined to be a total loss as it was damaged
beyond the economic cost to repair it. Our offer of settlement for
the Actual Cash Value of your claim is as follows:
Value

$ 3824.00

Sales Tax (if applicable)

$ 382.40

DMV Fees (if applicable)

$ 15.00

Less Salvage Value (if applicable)

$ 0

Less Salvage Tax (if applicable)

$ 0

Salvage Fees (if applicable)

$ 0

Less Deductible (if applicable)

$ 1000.00

Miscellaneous

$ -1075.00

Net Payment:

$ 2146.40

A copy of our evaluation and the estimate will be sent under separate
cover. If you have any questions regarding this or wish to discuss
any concerns, please contact me at 562-274-4063
Sincerely

susAs

STARR

Claims Examiner
Warning: FOR YOUR PROTECTION CALIFORNIA LAW REQUIRES THE FOLLOWING
TO APPEAR ON THIS FORM: ANY PERSON WHO KNOWINGLY PRESENTS FALSE OR
FRAUDULENT CLAIM FOR THE PAYMENT OF A LOSS IS GUILTY OF A CRIME AND
MAY BE SUBJECT TO FINES AND CONFINEMENT IN STATE PRISON.

1 /9
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Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR)
INFORMATION PACKAGE
THE PLAINTIFF MUST SERVE THIS ADR INFORMATION PACKAGE ON EACH PARTY WITH THE COMPLAINT.
CROSS-COMPLAINANTS must serve this ADR Information Package on any new parties named to the action
with the cross-complaint.

What is ADR?
ADR helps people find solutions to their legal disputes without going to trial. The main types of ADR are negotiation,
mediation, arbitration, and settlement conferences. When ADR is done by phone, videoconference or computer, it may
be called Online Dispute Resolution (ODR). These alternatives to litigation and trial are described below.
Advantages of ADR
• Saves Time: ADR is faster than going to trial.
• Saves Money: Parties can save on court costs, attorney's fees, and witness fees.
• Keeps Control (with the parties): Parties choose their ADR process and provider for voluntary ADR.
• Reduces Stress/Protects Privacy: ADR is done outside the courtroom, in private offices, by phone or online.
Disadvantages of ADR
• Costs: If the parties do not resolve their dispute, they may have to pay for ADR, litigation, and trial.
• No Public Trial: ADR does not provide a public trial or a decision by a judge or jury.
Main Types of ADR
1. Negotiation: Parties often talk with each other in person, or by phone or online about resolving their case with a
settlement agreement instead of a trial. If the parties have lawyers, they will negotiate for their clients.
2. Mediation: In mediation, a neutral mediator listens to each person's concerns, helps them evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of their case, and works with them to try to create a settlement agreement that is
acceptable to all. Mediators do not decide the outcome. Parties may go to trial if they decide not to settle.
Mediation may be appropriate when the parties
• want to work out a solution but need help from a neutral person.
• have communication problems or strong emotions that interfere with resolution.
Mediation may not be appropriate when the parties
• want a public trial and want a judge or jury to decide the outcome.
• lack equal bargaining power or have a history of physical/emotional abuse.

LASC CIV 271 Rev. 04/21
For Mandatory Use
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How to Arrange Mediation in Los Angeles County
Mediation for civil cases is voluntary and parties may select any mediator they wish. Options include:
a. The Civil Mediation Vendor Resource List
If all parties in an active civil case agree to mediation, they may contact these organizations
to request a "Resource List Mediation" for mediation at reduced cost or no cost (for selected
cases).
• ADR Services,Inc. Case Manager Elizabeth Sanchez,elizabeth@adrservices.com
(949)863-9800
• JAMS,Inc. Assistant Manager Reggie Joseph, RJoseph@jamsadr.com (310)309-6209
• Mediation Center of Los Angeles Program Managerinfo@mediationLA.org
(833)476-9145
These organizations cannot accept every case and they may decline cases at their discretion. They may
offer online mediation by video conference for cases they accept. Before contacting these organizations,
review important information and FAQs at www.lacourt.org/ADR.Res.List
NOTE: The Civil Mediation Vendor Resource List program does not accept family law, probate or small
claims cases.
b. Los Angeles County Dispute Resolution Programs
https://hrc.lacounty.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/DRP-Fact-Sheet-230ctober19-Current-as-of-October-2019-1.pdf
Day of trial mediation programs have been paused until further notice.
Online Dispute Resolution(ODR). Parties in small claims and unlawful detainer(eviction) cases
should carefully review the Notice and other information they may receive about(ODR)
requirements for their case.
c. Mediators and ADR and Bar organizationsthat provide mediation may be found on the internet.
3. Arbitration: Arbitration is less formal than trial, but like trial, the parties present evidence and
arguments to the person who decides the outcome. In "binding" arbitration,the arbitrator's
decision is final; there is no right to trial. In "nonbinding" arbitration, any party can request a
trial after the arbitrator's decision. For more information about arbitration, visit
http://www.courts.ca.gov/programs-adr.htm
4. Mandatory SettlementConferences(MSC): MSCs are ordered by the Court and are often held close
to the trial date or on the day of trial. The parties and their attorneys meet with a judge or settlement
officer who does not make a decision but who instead assists the parties in evaluating the strengths and
weaknesses of the case and in negotiating a settlement. For information about the Court's MSC
programs for civil cases, visit http://www.lacourt.org/division/civil/C10047.aspx
Los AngelesSuperior Court ADR website: http://www.lacourt.org/division/civil/C10109.aspx
For general information and videos about ADR,visit http://www.courts.ca.gov/programs-adr.htm

LASC CIV 271 Rev. 04/21
For Mandatory Use
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VOLUNTARY EFFICIENT LITIGATION STIPULATIONS

The Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation, Discovery
Resolution Stipulation, and Motions in Limine Stipulation are
_
Superior Court of California
County of Los Angeles

voluntary stipulations entered into by the parties. The parties
may enter into one, two, or all three of the stipulations;

LAC BA
Los Angeles County
Bar Association
Litigation Section
Los Angeles County
Bar Association Labor and
Employment Law Section

however, they may not alter the stipulations as written,
because the Court wants to ensure uniformity of application.
These stipulations are meant to encourage cooperation
between the parties and to assist in resolving issues in a
manner that promotes economic case resolution and judicial
efficiency.

1111

emirthwitms

;I:isotisti.on
L
AnçI

A

Consumer Attorneys
Association of Los Angeles

The following

organizations endorse

the goal of

promoting efficiency in litigation and ask that counsel
consider using these stipulations as a voluntary way to
promote communications and procedures among counsel

aj
Kfoir

and with the court to fairly resolve issues in their cases.

Dr, 14

*Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section*
Southern California
Defense Counsel

•Los Angeles County Bar Association
ASSOMIKMI WS.51 S

U4L UMIIRS

abti

Association of
Business Trial Lawyers

Labor and Employment Law Section*
*Consumer Attorneys Association of Los Angeles*
*Southern California Defense Counsel*
*Association of Business Trial Lawyers*

eatk
VCOgINFOROMAYSIROfir

California Employment
Lawyers Association

LACIV 230(NEW)
EASE Approved 4-11

*California Employment Lawyers Association*
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NAME AND ADDRESS OF ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY:

STATE BAR NUMBER

Reserved for Clerk's File Stamp

FAX NO.(Optional):

TELEPHONE NO.:
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional):
ATTORNEY FOR (Name):

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
COURTHOUSE ADDRESS:
PLAINTIFF:
DEFENDANT:
CASE NUMBER:

STIPULATION — EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
This stipulation is intended to encourage cooperation among the parties at an early stage in
the litigation and to assist the parties in efficient case resolution.
The parties agree that:
1. The parties commit to conduct an initial conference (in-person or via teleconference or via
videoconference) within 15 days from the date this stipulation is signed, to discuss and consider
whether there can be agreement on the following:
a. Are motions to challenge the pleadings necessary? If the issue can be resolved by
amendment as of right, or if the Court would allow leave to amend, could an amended
complaint resolve most or all of the issues a demurrer might otherwise raise? If so, the parties
agree to work through pleading issues so that a demurrer need only raise issues they cannot
resolve. Is the issue that the defendant seeks to raise amenable to resolution on demurrer, or
would some other type of motion be preferable? Could a voluntary targeted exchange of
documents or information by any party cure an uncertainty in the pleadings?
b. Initial mutual exchanges of documents at the "core" of the litigation. (For example, in an
employment case, the employment records, personnel file and documents relating to the
conduct in question could be considered "core." In a personal injury case, an incident or
police report, medical records, and repair or maintenance records could be considered
"core.");
c. Exchange of names and contact information of witnesses;
d. Any insurance agreement that may be available to satisfy part or all of a judgment, or to
indemnify or reimburse for payments made to satisfy a judgment;
e. Exchange of any other information that might be helpful to facilitate understanding, handling,
or resolution of the case in a manner that preserves objections or privileges by agreement;
f. Controlling issues of law that, if resolved early, will promote efficiency and economy in other
phases of the case. Also, when and how such issues can be presented to the Court;

g.

Whether or when the case should be scheduled with a settlement officer, what discovery or
court ruling on legal issues is reasonably required to make settlement discussions meaningful,
and whether the parties wish to use a sitting judge or a private mediator or other options as

LACIV 229(Rev 02/15)
LASC Approved 04/11
For Optional Use

STIPULATION — EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
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SHORT TITLE:

CASE NUMBER:

discussed in the "Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Information Package" served with the
complaint;
h. Computation of damages, including documents, not privileged or protected from disclosure, on
which such computation is based;
i.
2.

Whether the case is suitable for the Expedited Jury Trial procedures (see information at
www.lacourtorg under "Civil" and then under "General Information").
The time for a defending party to respond to a complaint or cross-complaint will be extended
for the crossfor the complaint, and
to
(INSERT DATE)

(INSERT DATE)

complaint, which is comprised of the 30 days to respond under Government Code § 68616(b),
and the 30 days permitted by Code of Civil Procedure section 1054(a), good cause having
been found by the Civil Supervising Judge due to the case management benefits provided by
this Stipulation. A copy of the General Order can be found at www.lacourtorg under "Civil',
click on "General Information", then click on "Voluntary Efficient Litigation Stipulations".
3.

The parties will prepare a joint report titled "Joint Status Report Pursuant to Initial Conference
and Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation, and if desired, a proposed order summarizing
results of their meet and confer and advising the Court of any way it may assist the parties'
efficient conduct or resolution of the case. The parties shall attach the Joint Status Report to
the Case Management Conference statement, and file the documents when the CMC
statement is due.

4.

References to "days" mean calendar days, unless otherwise noted. If the date for performing
any act pursuant to this stipulation falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Court holiday, then the time
for performing that act shall be extended to the next Court day

The following parties stipulate:
Date:
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

Date:

Date:

LACIV 229(Rev 02/15)
LASC Approved 04/11
I
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NAME AND ADDRESS OF ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY:

TELEPHONE NO.:
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional):
ATTORNEY FOR(Name):

STATE BAR NUMBER

Reserved for Clerks FEe Stamp

FAX NO.(Optional):

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
COURTHOUSE ADDRESS:
PLAINTIFF:
DEFENDANT:
CASE NUMBER:

STIPULATION — DISCOVERY RESOLUTION
This stipulation is intended to provide a fast and informal resolution of discovery issues
through limited paperwork and an informal conference with the Court to aid in the
resolution of the issues.
The parties agree that:
1. Prior to the discovery cut-off in this action, no discovery motion shall be filed or heard unless
the moving party first makes a written request for an Informal Discovery Conference pursuant
to the terms of this stipulation.
2. At the Informal Discovery Conference the Court will consider the dispute presented by parties
and determine whether it can be resolved informally. Nothing set forth herein will preclude a
party from making a record at the conclusion of an Informal Discovery Conference, either
orally or in writing.
3. Following a reasonable and good faith attempt at an informal resolution of each issue to be
presented, a party may request an Informal Discovery Conference pursuant to the following
procedures:
a. The party requesting the Informal Discovery Conference will:
i.

File a Request for Informal Discovery Conference with the clerk's office on the
approved form (copy attached) and deliver a courtesy, conformed copy to the
assigned department;

ii.

Include a brief summary of the dispute and specify the relief requested; and

iii.

Serve the opposing party pursuant to any authorized or agreed method of service
that ensures that the opposing party receives the Request for Informal Discovery
Conference no later than the next court day following the filing.

b. Any Answer to a Request for Informal Discovery Conference must:
i.

Also be filed on the approved form (copy attached);

ii.

Include a brief summary of why the requested relief should be denied;

LACIV 036(new)
LASC Approved 04/11
For Optional Use

STIPULATION — DISCOVERY RESOLUTION
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CASE NUMBER:

SHORT TITLE:

iii.

Be filed within two (2)court days of receipt of the Request; and

iv.

Be served on the opposing party pursuant to any authorized or agreed upon
method of service that ensures that the opposing party receives the Answer no
later than the next court day following the filing.

c. No other pleadings, including but not limited to exhibits, declarations, or attachments, will
be accepted.
d. If the Court has not granted or denied the Request for Informal Discovery Conference
within ten (10) days following the filing of the Request, then it shall be deemed to have
been denied. If the Court acts on the Request, the parties will be notified whether the
Request for Informal Discovery Conference has been granted or denied and, if granted,
the date and time of the Informal Discovery Conference, which must be within twenty (20)
days of the filing of the Request for Informal Discovery Conference.
e. If the conference is not held within twenty (20) days of the filing of the Request for
Informal Discovery Conference, unless extended by agreement of the parties and the
Court, then the Request for the Informal Discovery Conference shall be deemed to have
been denied at that time.
4. If (a) the Court has denied a conference or (b) one of the time deadlines above has expired
without the Court having acted or (c)the Informal Discovery Conference is concluded without
resolving the dispute, then a party may file a discovery motion to address unresolved issues.
5. The parties hereby further agree that the time for making a motion to compel or other
discovery motion is tolled from the date of filing of the Request for Informal Discovery
Conference until (a) the request is denied or deemed denied or (b)twenty (20) days after the
filing of the Request for Informal Discovery Conference, whichever is earlier, unless extended
by Order of the Court.
It is the understanding and intent of the parties that this stipulation shall, for each discovery
dispute to which it applies, constitute a writing memorializing a "specific later date to which
the propounding [or demanding or requesting] party and the responding party have agreed in
writing," within the meaning of Code Civil Procedure sections 2030.300(c), 2031.320(c), and
2033.290(c).
6. Nothing herein will preclude any party from applying ex parte for appropriate relief, including
an order shortening time for a motion to be heard concerning discovery.
7. Any party may terminate this stipulation by giving twenty-one (21) days notice of intent to
terminate the stipulation.
8. References to "days" mean calendar days, unless otherwise noted. If the date for performing
any act pursuant to this stipulation falls on a Saturday, Sunday or Court holiday, then the time
for performing that act shall be extended to the next Court day.

LACIV 036(new)
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SHORT TITLE:

CASE NUMBER:

The following parties stipulate:
Date:
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

Date:
Date:
Date:
Date:
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

Date:
Date:

Print
LACIV 036(new)
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STATE BAR NUMBER

NAME AND ADDRESS OF ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY:

Reserved for Clerk's File Stamp

FAX NO.(Optional):

TELEPHONE NO.:
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional):
ATTORNEY FOR(Name):

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
COURTHOUSE ADDRESS:
PLAINTIFF:
DEFENDANT:
CASE NUMBER:

INFORMAL DISCOVERY CONFERENCE
(pursuant to the Discovery Resolution Stipulation of the parties)
1. This document relates to:
Request for Informal Discovery Conference
Answer to Request for Informal Discovery Conference
2. Deadline for Court to decide on Request:

(insert date 10 calendar days following filing of

the Request).

3. Deadline for Court to hold Informal Discovery Conference:

(insert date 20 calendar

days following filing of the Request).

4. For a Request for Informal Discovery Conference, briefly describe the nature of the
discovery dispute, including the facts and legal arguments at issue. For an Answer to
Request for Informal Discovery Conference, briefly describe why the Court should deny
the requested discovery, including the facts and legal arguments at issue.
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STIPULATION AND ORDER — MOTIONS IN LIMINE

This stipulation is intended to provide fast and informal resolution of evidentiary
issues through diligent efforts to define and discuss such issues and limit paperwork.
The parties agree that:
1. At least
days before the final status conference, each party will provide all other
parties with a list containing a one paragraph explanation of each proposed motion in
limine. Each one paragraph explanation must identify the substance of a single proposed
motion in limine and the grounds for the proposed motion.
2. The parties thereafter Will meet and confer, either in person or via teleconference or
videoconference, concerning all proposed motions in limine. In that meet and confer, the
parties will determine:
a. Whether the parties can stipulate to any of the proposed motions. If the parties so
stipulate, they may file a stipulation and proposed order with the Court.
b. Whether any of the proposed motions can be briefed and submitted by means of a
short joint statement of issues. For each motion which can be addressed by a short
joint statement of issues, a short joint statement of issues must be filed with the Court
10 days prior to the final status conference. Each side's portion of the short joint
statement of issues may not exceed three pages. The parties will meet and confer to
agree on a date and manner for exchanging the parties' respective portions of the
short joint statement of issues and the process for filing the short joint statement of
issues.
3. All proposed motions in limine that are not either the subject of a stipulation or briefed via
a short joint statement of issues will be briefed and filed in accordance with the California
Rules of Court and the Los Angeles Superior Court Rules.
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The following parties stipulate:
Date:
D
(ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Date:
>
(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Date:
D
(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Date:

>
(ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT)

(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Date:
>
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

(ATTORNEY FOR

)

Date:
>
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

Date:
>
(TYPE OR PRINT NAME)

THE COURT SO ORDERS.
Date:
JUDICIAL OFFICER
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1

FILED

LOS ANGELES SUPERIOR

2

COURT

MAY 1 1 2011
JOHN
4 CLARKEARK
• tweuiV
BY N

3
4
5

AVARRO,DEPUTY

6
7

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

8

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

9
10
11

General Order Re
Use of Voluntary Efficient Litigation
Stipulations

12

)
)
)
)
)

ORDER PURSUANT TO CCP 1054(a),
EXTENDING TIME TO RESPOND BY
30 DAYS WHEN PARTIES AGREE
TO EARLY ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING STIPULATION

13
14

Whereas the Los Angeles Superior Court and the Executive Committee of the

15

Litigation Section of the Los Angeles County Bar Association have cooperated in
16
17
18
19
20

drafting "Voluntary Efficient Litigation Stipulations" and in proposing the stipulations for
use in general jurisdiction civil litigation in Los Angeles County;
Whereas the Los Angeles County Bar Association Litigation Section; the Los
Angeles County Bar Association Labor and Employment Law Section; the Consumer

21

Attorneys Association of Los Angeles; the Association of Southern California Defense
22
23

Counsel; the Association of Business Trial Lawyers of Los Angeles; and the California

24

Employment Lawyers Association all "endorse the goal of promoting efficiency in

25

litigation, and ask that counsel consider using these stipulations as a voluntary way to

26

promote communications and procedures among counsel and with the court to fairly
27
28

resolve issues in their cases;"
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1

Whereas the Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation is intended to encourage

2

cooperation among the parties at an early stage in litigation in order to achieve

3

litigation efficiencies;

4

Whereas it is intended that use of the Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation

5

will promote economic case resolution and judicial efficiency;
6
7

Whereas, in order to promote a meaningful discussion of pleading issues at the

8

Early Organizational Meeting and potentially to reduce the need for motions to

9

challenge the pleadings, it is necessary to allow additional time to conduct the Early

10

Organizational Meeting before the time to respond to a complaint or cross complaint

11

has expired;
12
13

Whereas Code of Civil Procedure section 1054(a) allows a judge of the court in

14

which an action is pending to extend for not more than 30 days the time to respond to

15

a pleading "upon good cause shown";

16

Now, therefore, this Court hereby finds that there is good cause to extend for 30
17
18

days the time to respond to a complaint or to a cross complaint in any action in which

19

the parties have entered into the Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation. This finding

20

of good cause is based on the anticipated judicial efficiency and benefits of economic

21

case resolution that the Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation is intended to

22

promote.
23
24

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that, in any case in which the parties have entered

25

into an Early Organizational Meeting Stipulation, the time for a defending party to

26

respond to a complaint or cross complaint shall be extended by the 30 days permitted

27
28
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1
2

by Code of Civil Procedure section 1054(a) without further need of a specific court
order.

3
4
5
6

DATED:

/1

A

Carolyn B. Kuh Supervising Judge ofthe
Civil Departments, Los Angeles Superior Court

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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